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13

(Gavel) .

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Parks and Agriculture Committee

14

meeting will please come to order.

15

this afternoon our Vice-Chair t Bob Carroll

16

our non-member t Mr. Wayne Nishiki t but he's also

17

sitting in t we have Member Joseph Pontanilla t Member

18

Charmaine Tavares

19

also have with us this afternoon our Chief

20

Administrator of Finance

21

Regant Mr. John Buck will be representing the Parks

22

Department

23

from our Police Department we have Assistant Chief

24

Kikuchi t Captain Miyahira t Officer Noneza t and I see

25

several other Parks personnel present.

t

t

We have with us
t

we have

and excused is Member Molina.

t

We

and that is Mr. 'Keith

Deputy Corporation Counsel Ed Kushi t and
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2

4

Clarita Balala and Tamara Koller.
ITEM NO.4:

FEES AND REGULATIONS FOR OCEAN RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITY PERMITS

3

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So this afternoon we have on our agenda

5

only one item, and that is to take up the draft bill

6

on ocean rec.

7

PA-4.

8

for that item, because if you're not here for that,

9

then you're in the wrong place.

And let me get the number.

That is

So I hope all of you are here this afternoon

So without further

10

ado, we do have I believe it's 12 testifiers this

11

afternoon.

12

total of ten minutes, but because we would like to

13

have an opportunity this afternoon to try to get to

14

actually work on the bill, since we did have a long,

15

lengthy discussion and testimony last time, I would

16

ask that you limit your testimony to no more than

17

five minutes.

18

Ordinarily in my meeting I would give a

And for most of you -- I'll just give a brief

19

description just for the record of the bill that we

20

have for consideration this afternoon.

21

under PA-4, a bill for an ordinance repealing

22

Chapter 5.24 Maui County Code pertaining to ocean

23

recreational activity business permits and amending

24

Chapter 13.04 Maui County Code pertaining to

25

recreational area regulations.
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5

So our first testifier who is signed up is

1

2

Ms. Linda Stott, and she will be followed by Len

3

Cappe.

4

your name for the record, and if you're representing

5

an organization, just also state that.

6

MS. STOTT:

So if you could please come forward, state

Hello .My name is Linda Stott.

I'm

7

representing Maui Sports Unlimited and a lot of kids

8

on Maui.

9

felt that Maui County and the State has always

I just am here to say that I've always

10

encouraged small business, and I do feel that if the

11

proposed increase happens, we probably won't have a

12

chance to stay in business.

13

abou~

14

windsurf.

We put on a three-day

15

for them.

It's only $95 for the three days.

16

get a little rashguard, they get their equipment,

17

they get their snacks and their instruction and the

18

kids all love it here on Maui.

That for us will affect

250 children each summer that learn to
windsur~ing

camp
They

We will also be affecting, if we go out of

19

20

business, 120 kids through Pacific Whale Foundation

21

that do a little surfing.

22

Cove.

23

sounds like that might change, and they're very

24

small children.

25

through the Ocean Discovery Camps that Pacific Whale

That changed.

So

It was always at the

We went to Launiupoko, that

~t

will also affect their lives
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1

Foundation puts on.

And we surf with them for a

2

couple hours I 9:00 to 11:00 only on a TuesdaYI so we

3

do help them out there.
But I want you to know -- back that down a

4

5

little bit -- that i~ the increase for our business

6

personally goes to that $250 kind of per activity

7

per parkl when we calc,ulated that out

it was about

I

:
i

8

$4 / 500 for uS

9

another 1 1 800 / so we'l~ be all done.

I

and then to co-insure the County is
So please

I

10

reconsider that or thihk about that for those kids

11'

lives.

I

And since there is seeming to be a process of

12
13

appeals

14

revenue from actually the enforcement in fining

15

people that are not influring the CountYI that do not

16

have permits that are teaching for cash money right

17

on the beach?

18

revenue generator there.

19
20

l

is there any way that we can generate some

So maybeI that can be a bit of a

I'd like to read one letter.
number of written testimonies.

I did submit a

She has a stack of

i
I

21

them from people from the beach in the last two days
that I could gather from some of the parents

23

because you wanted to

24

public at large

25

permit holders.

l

~ear

from

l

Wayne

I

I

some of the

rather than all the vendors and the
So I brought you a little stack
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1

but this one kind of affected me a bit because she's

2

a doctor.

3

pediatrician at Kaiser Permanente.

4

It's Beth Fox.

Wrote this out.

She's a

And she says,.

Dear Council Members, I'm writing to support

5

recreational ocean sports for children on Maui.

6

children have participated in this windsurfing camp

7

at Kanaha Beach Park for the last two years and I'm

8

in total support of this activity, and I am frankly

9

amazed that the Council is considering implementing

10

fees and increasing - - that may - - excuse me., --

11

implementing fees that may make this activity

12

unavailable for the children on Maui.

13

My

Maui's a beautiful island with incredible

14

outdoor activities and sports to offer f~r children.

15

As a pediatrician, I encourage all Hawaii children

16

to engage in outdoor activities every day, hoping to

17

reverse the trend toward sitting in front of the TV

18

or the computer.

19 .

become a real concern in Hawaii, we as a community

20

need to support activities that foster healthy

21

bodies and minds.

22

can have a huge impact on this issue.

23

As obesity and early diabetes have

Children are our future and you

I treat every child as if they were my own,

24

and I urge you to do the same and think and plan

25

accordingly.

Sincerely, Beth Fox, pediatrician.
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8

And I'll submit that.

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

3

MS. STOTT:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

5
6

Thank you.

Thanks.

That's it.

Any questions?

Are there any questions for the testifier?

Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . Yeah, what if you were told --

7

just because I think that in a lot of the letters

8

that we're seeing they're

9

there needs to be more enforcement, that the monies

they're saying that

,

10

to be used would be to really clean up and have more

11

organized and there'd be enforcement so you'd get

12

rid of the people that are abusing the situation.

13

MS. STOTT:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MS. STOTT:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

,17

18

Yeah, I feel -Would you --

I'm sorry.
Would you say that that in the end

would be good for the industry?
MS. STOTT:

Well, sure I feel that if the enforcement was

19

great -- if I was teaching down there for cash money

20

on my own and the fine was potentially $1,000 or

21

$5,000 and I knew that that could come across on my

22

plate, then I would not do it.

23

holder.

24

our CPR or first aid training or insurance for the

25

County and do it correctly, but I must say, as an

I would be a permit

I would spend the time and the money to get
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1

operator it's getting kind of challenging because

2

there isn"t that down there and it's a lot easier to

3

be illegal than it is to be legal.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That's what this would probably

5

do, and that's why I see it as being real positive

6

for those of you that are following the rules and --

7

MS. STOTT:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

10

That would be great.
-- and would like a little more

police action occurring.
MS., STOTT:

That would be great.

And you have lots of

11

eyes down there.

12

lifeguards and people that are always down there

13

You have lots of eyes and

,each day.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MS. STOTT:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

You're welcome.
I had one question, Linda, and that is

17

if -- you don't operate, then, 365 days a year?

18

just do this as a small camp?

19

'MS. STOTT:

You

Oh, yes, we generate our money probably in

20

three and a half, four months out of the year when

21

the tradewinds blow.

22

at Christmas, because sometimes there's guests here,

23

and at Christmas you're either going to surf with

24

them, you're going to kite board with them, or

25

you're going to windsurf, depending on the weather.

We do a little bit of business
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1

The north shore has an incredible shore break, so if

2

we just choose one park and say that's it, the north

3

shore, there will probably be 80 percent of the year

4

that we would not be able to produce our product and

5

teach.
So we really -- you know, for us to have that

6

7

big of an increase for only a' three- or four-month

8

window of when it happens, the kids are out of

9

school, there's a consistent tradewind, it would be

10

pretty challenging to stay in business.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MS. STOTT:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14
15

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.
Our next testifier will be Len Cappe, and

he will be followed by Manny Carabello.
MR. CAPPE:

Thank you, Council Members, Chairman.

My name

16

is Len Cappe.

I'm the President of Maui

17

Boardsailing Association.

18

before the meeting began, and I think it's really a

19

job well done.

20

problems that have been discussed in prior meetings.

21

I only have really two things that make me a little

22

nervous.

23

I'll read it.

24

with the County covering any losses sustained as a

25

result of the activities of the ocean recreation

I read the draft just

I think it answers a lot of the

The first one being on page 4, C3, and
Executes an indemnification agreement
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1

activity business over and above those losses

2

covered by the ocean recreational activity

3

business's general liability insurance coverage.
Now, if you read a typical business general

4
5

liability insurance coverage, it's pretty broad

6

sweeping.

7

other things, but to have a school indemnify the

8

county on anything the general liability

9

cover -- coverage, that would mean to include that

10

if a County employee ran over and killed a student

11

or an instructor, that that school could not sue the

12

County, and that wouldn't be fair.

13

too likely, but that's essentially how far that

14

could go.

15

legitimately covered by general

16

pretty broad sweeping and I think the county should

17

be sufficiently satisfied with that.

It wouldn't cover nuclear war and a few

ins~rance

It wouldn't be

So I would thini if somebody is
l~ability,

that's

The other place where it's just a little

18
19

gray, and this does such a good job of detailing

20

nearly everything you could imagine, on page 5 F, it

21

gi~es

22

revcicatio~1

23

Director may issue the permit upon payment of any

24

required fee -- and here's where I sort of don't get

25

it -- with or without a special

this description here.

Issuance, renewal,

or denial of permit appeal.

'with or without
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special conditions or requirements as may be

2

appropriate, whatever that means.

3

we know what that means.

4

of just seem a bit vague, and it would be good to

5

clarify it.

6

and then maybe, you know, allow just liability

7

insurance to do the job.

8

there any questions?

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

MR. CAPPE:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12
13

And I don't think

So those two things sort

Or I'd say in that case eliminate that

Thank you very much.

Are

Seeing none, thank you very much, Len.

Okay.
Appreciate it.

Mr. Manny Carabello, and

he will be followed by David Dorn.
MR. CARABELLO:

Good afternoon, Chair and Members of the

14

honorable Council, members of the community.

15

name is Manny Carabello.and I own and operate Club

16

Maui Beach Service, which I like to believe is a

17

name you and your family can trust when it comes to

18

promoting aquatic safety.

19

draft here.

20

try and encompass as much as he possibly can with

21

respect to the ocean rec activity permit.

22

My

I viewed the proposed

I commend Mr, Kushi on his efforts to

I do see a couple of matters here which

23

possibly would be challenged later in the future,

24

but I'm not here to knock anything.

25

to tell and offer the County today is I as a
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business owner and an entrepreneur say to the County

2

and to the community that I would be willing to pay

3

25 to 5 r OOO dollars a year to have my permit.

4

Because on a good day my competitor makes nearly

5

double that r and for $250 a year all the

6

entrepreneurs here are getting rich and the County

7

is getting nothing and this would -(Inaudible)

8

? :

9

MR. CARABELLO:
(Inaudible)

10

?:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MR. CARABELLO:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

15

Excuse me?

Excuse me.
I'm speaking.
NOr

please r I will not allow any comments

from the audience.
MR. CARABELLO:

Let me clarify myself.

I speak only for

16

the suifing community and not for the other aspects

17

of the ocean rec activities.

18

community my competitors and I.make enough money to

19

pay the County grandly for the services they allow

20

us to conduct in the

21

here and spoke before the County what I heard was

22

that we have a problem because we don't have the

23

money for enforcement and we don't have the money

24

for this or for that.

25

par~sr

For the surfing

and the last time I was

Wellr you know r we have 50 permits r whatever r
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we can do the numbers and we can come up with the

2

money to do the capacity studies to do a park ranger

3

so the police are not down in the park.

4

police officers, in my opinion, are -- doing an

5

excellent job.

6

responds to a non-volatile situation, it makes

7

everybody uneasy when they're all on vacation.

8

Whereas if we have someone who comes in a

9

non-authoritative presence and if there's a problem,

Because the

However, when a police officers

10

then it can be handled in a manner which does not

11

create a tortious interference tor the business.
So with that I'll say that I would like the

12

13

county to please consider drafting something so that

14

they can be compensated and that the businesses can

15

give back to the County and to the people of the

16

community, because they deserve it.

17
18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you, Manny, and

Thank you.

~orry

for the

interruption.
Are there any questions of Mr. Carabello?

19
20

Thank you.

21

and he will be followed by Jeff Strahn.

22

MR. DORN:

The next testifier will be David Dorn,

Thank you.

My name's David Dorn.

I represent

23

today Action Sports Maui, which is my business that

24

we've been operating on Maui for seven years, and

25

we're a smaller business, but we've diversified into
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three main areas.

2

and mountain biking as well as·· supplement our

3

income r but we don't do that anymore.

4

surfing r windsurfingr and kite boarding.

5

things that I just wanted to address todaYr and one

6

is the fee structure.

7

ActuallYr we used to do kayaking

We do
And two

I can see that efforts and changes have been

8

made to address that.

I see a 5 percent figure in

9

here mentioned for the additional activities.

I

10

haven't done the math because we only got this

~

11

half an hour ago r but it 'appears that if I pay $250

12

for each beach parkr about 23 are on my permit at

13

the moment r that's a bunch of money that would be

14

difficult to come up with.

15

an easier system would be basically one fee -- maybe

16

one fee per activity and then a nominal fee for each

17

beach parkr rather than you pay 250 for each beach

18

park and just add 5 percent for the additional

19

activities.

20

was a way that would make that more economical and

21

doable r that would be better.

I think a fairer -- or

Do you see what I mean?

So if there

22

And I wasn't going to mention anything else,

23

but just reading through here r there are -- there's

24

been a lot of mention of enforcement and appeals,

25

and I've been put in a situation where I've had
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police come down and serve me with a -- with a

2

notice to quit operations of business at the Kanaha

3

Beach Park, and basically it boils down to one of

4

the parts of this ocean recreational permit says

5

that we need to comply with the Federal regulations.

6

We're not excused from complying with those, and

7

what's happened is a member of the community, it

8

will say it refers here to you need to be permitted

9

or licensed to be -- operate your activity you have

10

to be like a certified windsurfing instructor

11

according to your association or community group.

12

Now, that's very vague, but what happened is

13

the upshot of the contents of the ocean recreational

14

permit as it is, as it's being enforced and as it

15

has been, is that there is no appeals process.

16

trying to be in contact with the

17

County officials.

18

situation.

19

get the courtesy of a reply, and that goes all

20

departments, thank you very much.

21

it appears to me that the County has empowered a

22

member of the community to be a quasi County

23

representative or functionary and they've given a

24

member of the community outside of the County the

25

discretionary power to revoke the necessary document

- -

I'm

all of the

I've had no response to my

I can't get any information and I can't

And in addition,
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that I need for the conduct of my business.

2

that hasn't been addressed.

And so

I mean, there's words in here that describe

3
4

appeals processes.

5

and my knowledge, and situation as it stands hasn't

6

been addressed.

7

attention of the County, so apart from all the other

8

good content of this document and all the good

9

strides made to improve it, it's --for me, in my

10

particular situation, it's not functioning and it

11

doesn't seem fair.

12

CHAIR JOHNSON:

13
14

There is none to my experience

It has been brought to the

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Dorn.

Mr. Pontanilla, you have a question?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Dorn, in regards to appeal

15

process, you mean to say that the County doesn't

16

have any process that

17

MR. DORN:

That's correct.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

MR. DORN:

-- when you want to appeal?

I do believe that the -- at the present time

20

the County Director from Finance has discretionary

21

power over, you know, who has permits and who

22

doesn't and all of those issues, and I basically

23

beyond one phone· call haven't had any further

24

contact with that person or any response and, I've

25

been trying to clarify my particular problems, my
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situation, even to get a judgment on issues that are

2

going on.

3

there's no appeals process

4

access to.

5

Information is not flowing, and so

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

tha~

lIve been -- had

Corporation Counsel, correct me

6

if 11m wrong here, 11m looking at Chapter 13.04,

7

recreational area regulations, on 13.04.125,

8

appeals, does this section of the ordinance satisfy

9

Mr. Dorn's concern?

10

MR. KUSHI:

Yes, Madam Chair, Member Pontanilla, let me

11

first clarify.

The speaker is correct in a sense of

12

what he's speaking to.today.

13

under the direction of the Department of Finance, as

14

written has no per se appeals procedure.

Welve

15

wrestled with this for a while.

have

16

before you today is to change to repeal Chapter 5.24

17

and include it into Chapter 13, which would then

18

become the Parks I kuleana.

19

an appeals process, so it's

20

it.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Chapter 5.24, which is

What

yo~

In Chapter 13 there is
welre trying to fix

Okay, thank you.

And you understand, Mr. Dorn, that

23

currently the way that -- you,know, youlre asking

24

for a process that does not exist right now, and

25

that's why welre trying to within the framework of
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1

this Committee and this draft actually address your

2

concern right now.

3

any protection, as you say, other than, you know, I

4

guess just the ordinary court Foute, but for you I

5

apologize, you know, if the system right now at

6

least ,to this date is not working the way that it

7

perhaps should;, but that's why we're trying in this

8

Committee to address those concerns.

9
10

MR. DORN:

Because right now there isn't

Okay, thank, you.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much, Mr. Dorn.

11

questions.

12

Strahn, and followed by Rene Umberger.

13

MR. STRAHN:

No further

The next testifier will be Mr. Jeff

Good afternoon.

My name is Jeff Strahn.

I'm

14

a member of the Ocean Tourism Coalition, HRSA, the

15

subcommittee which helped draft this Ordinance 2C,

16

and in my spare time I'm the general manager of Maui

17

Dive Shop.
I first would like to thank everybody who has

18

19

participated in thls process.

I was asked by Jo

20

Anne and the Council here about a year and a half

21

ago to participate in this process, and over the

22

last year and a half many, many people have

23

participated in getting this ordinance that's before

24

you -- or this proposed ordinance which is before

25

you.

And I'd like to thank the people
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1

people from Finance, there's people from the Police

2

Department that have submitted testimony, as well as

3

other commercial operators and the public, and I

4

really believe that what we have before you today

5

will resolve many, many of the problems that are

6

existing today in our parks and really make MaUl a

7

better place.
There's really two issues that I can see that

8

9

we should really kind of focus on at that

10

particular -- at this particular point, one of which

11

is the fee structure, and the second of which is

12

Launiupoko Park.

13

structure, if I could correct the last

14

what we're proposing in this -- in this legislation

15

is a base fee of $250 and a -- some lesser fee for

16

all subsequent activities and subsequent beach

17

parks.

18

whatever the original fee is for the subsequent

19

fees.

So in regards to the fee
testifi~r,

In our proposal we've proposed 5 percent of

20

The reason that we're proposing that is --

21

I'm from the scuba diving industry, and right now

22

safety is really a big issue as far as being able to

23

have a variety of beach parks to choose from.

.24
25

If

the south -- if the south swell's up in Kihei, for
example, we need to be able to go over to the north
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1

shore or go to the west shore or something like

2

that.

3

beach

4

permit.

5

I have 18

And so on our current.permit we
park~

on our

listed presently on our

The other reason that we wanted to try and

6

keep subsequent parks and subsequent activities at a

7

nominal fee was because right now what's happening

8

is the vast majority of operators are operating

9

illegally.

There's only a handful

-~

I think we

10

have permit number 42 and I believe there's less

11

than 50 permits currently in the County.

12

opinion that if everybody became legal, that there

13

would be probably about 250 permits in the County.

14

And so instead of trying to -- I realize we're

15

trying to raise funds for enforcement, and I support

16

that effort, but instead of trying to raise all the

17

funds from legitimate, legalized vendors that are

18

operating right how, what I would recommend is that

19

we try to bring everybody into the fold first,. okay.

20

It

~s

my

So instead of placing the burden of this

21

enforcement on the 50 people, let's place the burden

22

of enforcement on 250 people, make everybody legal

23

and legitimate, and then we can look at raising fees

24

at a later point in time to meet the cost of the

25

enforcement.
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1

I'd also like to talk a little bit about by

2

having more and more beach parks available, just

3

because-I'm using 18 different beach parks at some

4

different point in time in the year, that doesn't

5

mean that you have 18 times the impact on it.

6

only using one beach park.

7

beach park, we're using another beach park.

8

allowing vendors to disperse over the entire island,

9

instead of concentrating at a very, very few beach

We're

When we're not using one
So by

10

parks, that you're actually spreading out the use or

11

the burden or the implied impact, if you will,

12

through --over all the County beach parks.

13

other thing that you're doing is you're protecting

14

the resource, because instead of forcing people to

15

only use a handful of beach parksr that resource is

16

going to deteriorate, especially when it comes to

17

our reefs, and by using them -- allowing them to

18

spread out over the whole thing, over the whole

19

island you're going to have less impact on that.

20

The

So I think having a base fee and a nominal

21

lesser fee would be really well as far as

22

beneficial as far as the fee structure goes.

23

regards to Launiupoko, Launiupoko's an issue and

24

it's an issue that needs to be resolved.

25

off of the five beach parks which we felt could be
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1

dedicated exclusively to the general public with no

2

commercial operations allowed whatsoever because

3

there are administrative rules right now which'could

4

be applied toward that.

5

administrative rules -- and that is, to bring

6

everybody up, no weekends and no holidays is

7

currently what's being done at Launiupoko.

8

also a similar type of arrangement at Kalama Park.

9

We --

10

MS. KOLLER:

Five minutes.

11

MR. STRAHN:

We feel that that will handle this situation,

We feel, that, those

There's

12

allow it, and with the enforcement everything would

13

be taken care of.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

15

the testifier?

16

Jeff.

19

Are there any questions for

Seeing none, thank you very much,

Rene Umberger, and she'll be followed by

17
18

Thank you.

Martin Kirk.
MS. UMBERGER:

Thank 'you.

My name is Rene Umberger.

20

also with the OTC and I've been working with the

21

working group for the last year and a half and I

22

have a small dive operation.

23

I'm

I also want to say thank you to everyone.

24

What is before us today is pretty amazing,

25

considering where we were even a month ago.
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1

much has been done in this last week even, so we're

2

very, very happy with this.

3

Jeff just said, there really are just those two

4

points about how the fees will be structured in

5

terms of the 5 percent for each activity and each

6

new park and also the Launiupoko issue.

7

want to do is just go and talk about some of our

8

reasons and try and give you some ideas for why we

9

support this.

10

Just continuing on what

And what I

Jeff mentioned the fact that if we can spread
/

11

out, it helps us to sort of disappear, instead of

12

being en mass at the most popular sites.

13

I want to talk about the safety aspects of that.

14

Again, ultimately it leads operators to

15

lead operators to risk activities in less safe

16

conditions, rather than risking a fine or permit

17

suspension by going to a safer location where they

18

didn't pay for access.

19

high, people start to limit how many beaches they're

20

going to go to because they simply can't afford it,

21

and then something comes up and they either go in

22

waves that are marginal or end up going to a place

23

where they're not permitted, and we want to

24

definitely prevent that.

It also

it could

\

25

So if the fines are too

High fees would exclude the illegal operators
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1

from joining in.

Again, we want to bring them in.

We also think that eventually what's going to happen
3

is that enforcement's going to pay for itself.

If

4

you look at the vandalism that occurs at the parks,

5

the drug use, the drug deals, all the other illicit

6.

activity that goes on there, there's park rangers

7

going around the island, we think that even if they

8

reduced 10 percent of what's going on at,the parks,

9

100,000 right -- it was a million dollars last year

10

in vandalism that occurred at the parks

11

$100,000, right there that .pays for the enforcement.

12

So we're hoping t0at two or three park rangers would

13

be able to cover the island.
I would al$o add something about being able

14
15

to keep the fine -- the fees low so that we can

16

access as many places as possible, just to continue

17

to be able to show off Maui's shoreline and keep us

18

competitive in the travel destination market.

19

in particular, I don't know if you folks kn.ow, but

20

it's rated number one in the entire Indo-Pacific for

21

its shore diving and snorkeling, and so we are able

22

to show that off and take folks to all the great

23

places here by having access to all of the different

24

sites.

25

Maui

You know, I don't know about surfing, but I
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1

know that there's not a single operator on Maui -- I

2

can't imagine that anybody makes $10,000 a day.

3

That was a surprising number to hear.

4

are very small operators.

5

pretty big.

6

On Maui than McDonald's, but· the rest of us are

7

small little mom-and-pop operations, maybe just one

8

or two people working.

9

of our homes, and we'd like to continue to be able

10

to do so.

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

of Rene?

15

I think Maui Dive Shop's

There's probably more Maui Dive Shops

Some of us are working out

I think that's it.
Thank you, Rene.
Thanks very much.

Are there any questions
I appreciate it.

The next testifier will be Martin Kirk, and

13
14

Most of us

he'll be followed by Mr. Greg Howeth.
MR. KIRK:

Good afternoon, Madam Chair and Council

16

Members.

My name is Martin Kirk and I'm here

17

testifying as an individual.

18

It's called Kite Boarding School of Maui, and I

19

think what Mr. Kushi has put together is a very fine

20

job.

21

things'-- a few questions I would have.

I do,own a business.

I think he's well on his way.

There are a few
It would be

nice to see what the park fees will be in the
23

future.

24

be nice to see that number written.

25

Right now they're currently 250.

It would

I would ask that Corporation Counsel utilize
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1

the services of the Kihei Community Police Officers,

2

if they haven't already.

3

County Council meeting, and I think the Corporation

4

Counsel attorney was going to utilize the Kihei

5

Community Police Officers' great ideas.

We discussed this the last

There is at least one beach park that should

6
7

be considered for removal from the beach park system

8

for commercial operations, but I think what the

9

Corporation Counsel has right now is well on its

10
11

way.

Very good job.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you, Martin.

Are there any

12

questions of Martin?

13

something for you.

14

they were not supposed to be listing amounts in here

15

is because of the fact that that will come in the

16

actual budget ordinance.

17

fees, you know, fines.

18

part of it, but basically that's why it's not

19

appearing here in an amount, because that has to go

20

to the Budget Committee.

21

MR. KIRK:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

23

I just wanted to answer
The reason that we didn't

So we try not to set any
We're going to go over that

Okay, thank you.
Thank you.

Seeing no further questions,

thank you very much, Martin.

24

MR. KIRK:

Thank you.

25

CHAIR JOHNSON:

The next testifier will be Mr. Greg
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1

Howeth t and he is going to be followed by Rodney

2

Kilborn.

3

MR. HOWETH:

Madam Chair t Members of the Council t my

4

name's Greg Howeth.

I'm here testifying on behalf

5

of the Ocean Tourism Coalition t and I also am a

6

scuba diver and represent the diving industry.

7

own a business here on Maui.

8

thank the Council and all the members and the people

9

from the communitYt the Police Department.

I

I too would like to

They've

10

worked to get this draft ordinance to the stage it

11

is now.

12

working on this for a year and a half and there were

13

a lot of issues t and quite frankly I think a lot of

14

education on both parts.

15

more about how -- the constraints and things that

16

the Council members work under.

17

has recognized that there are businesses that are

18

trying to help bring more people into the fold and

19

actually make this more of a productive process for

20

both of uS t and I think the document that's before

21

us today is really a success; a success on all

22

fronts.

23

I echo Rene's sentiments that we've been

Businesses learned a lot

I think the Council

I think that we could take any piece of

24

legislation at any point in time and you can find

25

issues that different individuals will have.
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1

think by and large the document that's before us

2

meet all the concerns that was raised by the Parks

3

Department, that was raised by the community, and,

4

quite frankly, that was raised by the commercial

5

operators as well, and this is the type of

6

collaborative effort that we really need to be

7

doing.

8

is the number one dive destination in the

9

Indo-Pacific, but really one of the top resort

Because Maui, as Rene pointed out, not only

10

destinations in the world.

11

high every year,' and we're looked upon not just on

12

how well our hotels are kept, how clean our beaches

13

are, but how we handle legislative issues and how we

14

work as a community.

15

Conde Nast rates us very

And so what we do in these chambers actually

16

affects the entire State because we're used as a

17

model of how other counties are going to follow and

18

deal with issues.

19

we can really be proud of and I strongly urge you to

20

pass this and let's move forward with the

21

legislation as it's here in the document before you.

22

Thank you.

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So I think we have something that

Thank you, Greg.

24

of the testifier?

25

for your participation.

Are there any questions

Seeing none, thank you very much
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Our next testifier is Rodney Kilborn, and he

1

2

will be followed

py

John Holzhall.

3

MR. KILBORN:

4

Board.

5

here.

6

support the draft, the bill.

7

think it's great from the first one.

8
9

Good afternoon, Chair, Chairman of the
My name's Rodney Kilborn.

I'm a resident

I come in here as a concerned citizen.

I

I kind of like it.

I

After reading

'it, I give YOU.guys great applause, great job.

I'd

like to $ay that a couple -- about a week ago I had

10

family visiting here from San Francisco.

11

have to move away from Hawaii Ne because the cost of

12

living.

13

five of them.

14

lessons.

15

Sadly they

My nephews and nieces came here.

I had

I took them down to Lahaina for surf

Surf lesson came from me, from the heart,

16

because that's my family.

I borrowed a board from

17

this company, it was Wave Rider from Kihei.

18

name is Tom.

19

for my family, and as I approach 505 over there, the

20

Lahaina break wall

21

I've been surfing.

22

was so great.

23

grateful for the whole thing, and even the people

24

there -- I mean, before I go on, I was one person

25

that was not too happy about surf class or surf

His

He let me use two of his longboards

I'm an avid surfer.

41 years

I used this sponge board.

It was so nice.

It

My family was so
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1

schools here or any kind of a surf school because

2

you take away from the ocean a lot, from the

3

community, and it needs to be regulated and I'm

4

thankful for this, because it will regulate some of

5

the surfing activity here on Maui.

6

But getting back to what I was going to say

7

is that had also this other company Royal Hawaiian

8

that was there, and it was a bunch of local kids

9

that used to enter my contests.

They were keikis.

10

Now they're grown up like about 19, 20 years old;

11

and they see me there and they go, Uncle Rodney, and

12

they gave me so much aloha to me and my family and I

13

had -- and I could take any wave to push my family

14

into so that they could catch that wave.

15

was -- that was a blessing that I had from these

16

people there, and I'm real grateful for that two

17

company, and I take my hat off to you guys.

18

of them is back there, Mr. Kinimaka.

19

appreciate that.

20

And that

And one

Thank you.

I

Some of the things I .heard here today is

21

that -- it was about enforcement permit fee, how

22

much I make, how much this person make, who's going

23

to get the permit.

24

too.

25

don't call it Jaws.

Well, I do major events here

I'm the guy that pulled off the Jaws event.
I call it Peahi.
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1

to call the name that is not named after the

2

Hawaiians.

3

means to drawback.

4

back.

5

place that, but that's the meaning of that place.

6

The name of the place is Peahi.

It

It means a bone of hands waving

There's something when the Hawaiians call a

I also working on the event that going to

7

Tahiti, the Tropo, and before I can step into their

8

ground to run a contest there, I have to see their

9

board of directors.

I have to get permission from

10

them to run an event there, and they're the people

11

who do the screening of myself to be sure that I am

12

legit to run a contest there.

13

history.

14

They're protecting their area there.

15

want too many people just to come in and take over.

16

They check on my

And I think it's good.

Because why?
They don't

Sorry to say, Maui is that way.

Too many

17

outsiders come in here and taking too many things

18

away from the local people here.

19

local, it's not local being Hawaiian.

20

being us together as a mix.

21

something to come up to say who's going to get the

22

permit and who's not going to get the permit.

23

me, I would like to see something done and maybe --

24

maybe this is not -- it might sound

25

unconstitutional, but I tell you if -- I see it to

When I speak

And so they need
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1

be if you start with the -- looking at the person 25

2

years of residence and have them apply for the

3

permits first and then fill in the gap from there

4

going to 15 years, to ten years, to five years of

5

residence here.
Why?

6

I don't like to see my family going to

7

San Francisco anymore, to Denver or any other. places

8

like that or in Vegas and corne back horne so that

9

they can make a living here too.

I love my family.

10

My grandkids are corning up.

My kids are leaving,

11

going to the mainland.

12

more.

13

like this, if we look at the bigger picture, it will

14

help bring our family back horne.

15

guys are making your big money now, that's fine, but

16

you know what, when your kids get older and things

17

like that, the way,land

18

they ain't gonna get no chance.

I don't like to see that no

I like to bring them horne.

And by things

And some of you

property~going

up right now,

19

I bought four acres out there and you-know --

20

I mean two acres, and that's for my family because I

21

want them to stay here.

22

is -- what I see here is I'm for it, but I like to

23

see something in there that can protect the people

24

that live here, the local people.

- 25

MS. KOLLER:

So all these kind of things

Five minutes.
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1

MR. KILBORN:

And that's what I speak for.

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you, Rodney.

3

questions of the testifier?

4

very much.

5
6

MR. KILBORN:

8

MR. KILBORN:

11

Cove.

Is that protected from any use?

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yeah, that right now is addressed in the

ordinance, so that is not included.
MR. KILBORN:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

Make it quick.
In here it does not say anything about Kihei

12

14

Seeing none, thank you

Real quick.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

Are there any

Could I say one more thing, Chairperson?

7

9

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.
Welcome.

Great.

Our next testifier is Mr. John

Holzhall, and he will be followed by Doug Corbin.
MR. HOLZHALL:

Aloha.

My name is John Holzhall, and I'm

16

representing the K.I.T.E.S. Teaching System.

17

nine years ago I started teaching windsurfing on

18

Maui and there were six schools and there was a lot

19

of talk that there was no room for any more

20

windsurfing schools.

21

the time we opened the first kite boarding school

22

there was only two windsurfing schools.

23

market took place, the sport had peaked in its

24

profit stage, and right now there's one to two

25

windsurfing schools barely, you know, making it.

We worked hard at it and by
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1

don't know if barely's accurate, but they're not

2

doing as well as the surf schools.
The surf schools, you know, it's the profit

3
4

time.

A lot of people are promoting big wave

5

riding.

6

the good news is there's great waves in Hawaii.

7

bad news is, well, it's really accessible and

8

there's great waves year round.

9

these movies, they promote the sport and people want

Blue Crush was a popular, major film, and
The

So as people make

to come and participate.

10

I want to thank the people that took part in

11
12

drafting this.

13

surfing there's a huge problem.

14

sport is peaking and there's a lot of interest and

15

that interest has to be addressed, and you guys have

16

a tough job and I think you're doing a really good

17

job of it.

18

someone could start up for under a grand.

19

you've seen some of the trucks out there, so it

20

might be even lower than that.

21

lot of illegal operators, and over the years we've

22
23

/

I think it's really good.
It's the

I know in
the

I know in surfing probably start up,

I

~ealize

You know,

there's a

tried to talk to them as much as possible.
In windsurfing, we didn't

real~y

have that

24

problem, and in kite boarding we have a different

25

problem.

We don't have the illegal operator coming
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We have a

1

up and takin g mone y on the beac h.

2

diffe rent kind of illeg al oper ator.

3

it
oper ator that 's -- that 's got cont rol of the perm

4

proc ess, and you have to get a perm it from t"his

5

oper ator.

You have to get a waiv er to oper ate.

6

Now, I woul d like to have that, if you could give

7

that to me for alco hol.

8

se
and then every one can come and get a liquo r licen

9

from me, and I woul d love that if you could give

We have an

,

So I'll open a resta uran t

,

10
11

that to me.
That 's what we have in kite boar ding now.

12

ol
And Mr. Dorn open ed the first kite boar ding scho

13

in'th e worl d and he cann ot oper ate on the north

14

shore of Maui beca use he has to get a waiv er from

15

his comp etito r.

16

e's
addr esses someh ow, some way this prob lem and ther

17

some type of appe als.

18

not
proc ess happ ened with in the Park s Depa rtmen t and

19

with your comp etito r.

20

Real ly in here I hope that it

I wish that the appe al

I'm the only kite boar ding instr ucto r in the

21

worl d that 's prod uced a full- leng th instr uctio nal

22

book , and in two week s I'll have my full- leng th

23

instr uctio nal DVD.

24

Beac h Park and teach you to kite boar d.

25

it beca use I don' t have a lette r of good stand ing

I cann ot go with you to Kana ha
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Of cour se -- I mean , I don' t

1

from my comp etito r.

2

good
know why a comp etito r woul d give me a lette r of

3

on
stand ing, beca use I'm the prem ier instr ucto r, not

4

Maui only , in the worl d.

5

instr ucto r in the worl d that 's prod uced a

6

full- leng th book and a full- leng th DVD.

7

just -- they have n't done it.

They

They don' t exis t.

So when we talk abou t illeg al activ ity,

8
9

Ther e's no othe r

ther e's -- ther e's diffe rent type s of illeg al
I have to sue my

I have to go to cour t.

10

activ ity.

11

comp etito r.

12

hope that this can be addr essed .

13

to cour t.

14

prom ote safe ridin g, and I want to prom ote it here

15

on Maui .

16

g
Boar ding Maga zine, I have the ABCs of de-po werin

17

the kite .

18

prof iting from this.

19

inter natio nally .

20

stand s, I can' t do it.

21

my
down there and show you what I show the worl d in

22

book and in my DVD.

25

I don' t want to go

I want to do one thing .

I want to

In the next issue of Cana dian Kite

I'm not charg ing anyo ne.

I'm not

I want to prom ote instr uctio n

And righ t now, the way the proc ess
I cann ot take any of you

I reall y hope that in this draf t we can get a

23

24

Ther e's no appe als proc ess here , and I

stron g appe als proc ess
MS. KOLLER:

Five minu tes.
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1
2

3
4

5

MR. HOLZHALL:

-- that goes, to the Parks.

Thank you very

much.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER

Are there any questions of the

Mr. Nishiki.

NIS~IKI:

You're not allowed to go in a

6

specific area to give kite board lessons.

7

you can go in other areas and do it besides one

8

specific area?

9
10
11
12

MR. HOLZHALL:

That specific area is the north shore of

Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

MR. HOLZHALL:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

,15

MR. HOLZHALL:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

MR. HOLZHALL:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

How -- how big is this area that

you're not allowed to go?

13

19

However r

From Ho'okipa to Waihee.
To where?

To Waihee.
To Waihee?

Yes r sir.
Is the County keeping you from

doing this?
MR. HOLZHALL:

No.

That's my competitor who has a waiver

21

from the FAA that he got through an organization

22

which in the last four years has not had any

23

elections.

24

and has no power, so it's the Hawaii Kite Board

25

Association, but basically he manipulated the

He has a board that's never been elected
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1

Council and he manipulated the FAA and I am

2

basically banned and anyone who disagrees with him

3

or competes, or could take -- or could take a bite

4

out of his business -- of course I can, I mean I,

5

you know -- I was the first full-time kite boarding

6

instructor on Maui.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MR. HOLZHALL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

MR. HOLZHALL:

Have you been arrested --

No, sir.

No, sir.

-- for going there?
Actions Sports Maui, which is the

11

operation that I was an independent contractor for

12

got a cease and desist order because the owner was

13

not following sailing right-of-ways while riding,

14

which is the equivalent of taking somebody's liquor

15

license away because they didn't wash their hands

16

when they went to the bathroom.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

MR. HOLZHALL:

He's got a Federal permit, then?

No, it's a waiver that was supposed to be

19

given to an association that has elections.

20

member of.

21

supposed to be elected.

22

elected.

It's appointed.

23

process.

It's -- it's something that I wish could

24

have been taken care of with the Parks or with

25

Finance, but right now I have no choice but to have

Has no elections.

Has a board that's

It doesn't have -- it's not
There's no appeals
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1

it taken care of by the courts.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

but it --

4

MR. HOLZHALL:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR.· HOLZHALL:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MR. HOLZHALL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

I don't understand this t

It is really confusing.
It sounds like a monopoly.

Yes t sir.
And it's upsetting.

It's beyond that.
Thank you.

I just want to mention also that there is

11

an appeals process included within this draft.

12

you did not happen to hear Mr. Pontanilla's question

13

earlier t it does provide an appeals process.

14

your issue is a little bit outside the scope of what

15

we're dealing with right now because there's another

16

Federal organization over which this bodYt our

17

Council t has no control t that I thinkt you know

18
19

MR. HOLZHALL:

But you do empower my competitor.

If

While

It

wasn't --

20

CHAIR JOHNSON:

21

MR. HOLZHALL:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Wellt I can't
-- the FAA --- comment on that because I have nothing

23

to do with that.

Because we're the Council.

24

make the legislative rules.

25

that administers the laws.

We

It's the Administration
So that you'll have to
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1

take up with someone else, but the one thing I want

2

you to

3

mechanism that is contained within the legislation

4

that we are working on.

5

what's really important for all of the people to

6

understand, is that currently no such appeal

7

mechanism exists, and that's where the flaw occurs.

8

So, again, it's difficult, but you just have to be a

9

little bit more patient.

10

unders~and

MR. HOLZHALL:

is that there is an appeals

s6 I think that that's

And I'm -- I've done the work and I'm

11

willing -- I can't wait to work with you.

12

say, there's no one else that's logged the hours

13

that I have and has produced t0e information.

14

look forward to working with you all.

15
16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

today to testify.
MR. HOLZHALL:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Mahalo.
Thank you so much.
Yeah, we'll - - we'll pursue it in

ensuing questions after all public testimony.

21

MR. HOLZHALL:

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Mahalo.
Thank you.

The next testifier is going to

23

be Mr. Corbin, and he will be followed by Patti

24

Cadiz.

,25

So I

And I appreciate you coming forward too

17

20

Like I

MR. CORBIN: ,Aloha, and thank you, Madam Chairperson and
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membe~s

1

other Council Members and

of the public for

2

coming today to'discuss this.

3

Corbin.

4

business r it's called Shaka Divers r and I think this

5

draft that you've produced is -- looks pretty good

6

to me.

7

we're here to talk about this draft bill being

8

switched over to the Department of Parks where it

9

was under Department of Finance; is that correct?

My name is Doug

I'm here representing myself and my

Some people brought up some points.

I know

10

Nobody has seemed to have mentioned anything about

11

that yet today.

12

money that it's going to cost and things like that.

13

Everybody's just talking about the

There's some points I'd like to bring up

14

about the whole reason for the permits and why

15

they're necessary.

16

keep all the County and State beach parks

17

accessible.

18

other people that do kite surfing r windsurfingr

19

snorkeling r kayaking.

20

activities that are going on out there r and the

21

island being an island surrounded by beach parksr

22

beaches r rocky beaches r sandy beaches r all different

23

types of water access r all those different places

24

should be left accessible for people.

25

that are going to use them r we'll have the public

I think it's important that we

I represent scuba divers.

There's a lot of different
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1

that uses them and then we'll have the professionals

2

like myself that are in the business of conducting

3

those

4

number of places that we're able to do our tours at,

5

then as has been pointed out before, you can

6

infringe on the safety sometimes or the

7

accessibility of places and you can put people at

8

risk.

9

s~ecific

types of tours.

If you reduce the

I -don't know what's being done as far as

10

getting the County Parks to work with State Parks,

11

but I think somewhere in the future that's going to

12

have to be addressed too, because there seems to be

13

double standards or different rules that are being

14

enforced depending on what type of beach that you're

15

using, and there
should be some clarification on
,

16

that, and, -say, uniformity put into place between

17

the State and the County parks.

18

I hear a lot of talk about raising the money

19

to provide for the enforcement.

20

that it's the responsibility of just the commercial

21

operators to provide the entire amount of funding to

22

support those people.

23

fees will go towards that General Fund, but if a

24

park ranger comes down to a beach and witnesses some

25

vandalism or sees somebody doing -- committing some

And I don't believe

You know, sure our permit
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1

other illegal act, if they fine that person, then

2

that money should go into that same fund too.
One thing that can help to red1,lce the cost of

3

4

enforcement, besides just having live bodies out

5

there driving around in a ranger truck, is the

6

posting of signage and-the education of the public

7

on what exactly are the rules that we have to follow

8'

when we do these types of activities.

9

there's people that will come down and challenge me

You know,

10

when I'm trying to conduct my business, and it's

11

mostly because they are uneducated' as to what I'm

12

allowed to be doing, where I'm allowed to be doing

13

it, and it's just basically a lot of gray area

14

there.

15
- 16

If you go to the beach park and there's a
sign that says, you know, permit required, parking

17-

spaces, maybe size of the group that can be going,

18

hours of operation, different types of things that

19

we all would need to follow,

20

educated and they would be more likely to follow the

21

rules and everything would work better in the long

22

run.

23

rules that you folks put into place now are for the

24

future and we all see incredible growth here in our

25

island.

I think people would be

We have to remember that whatever type of
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And, you know, we've got to look at what's

1

2

going to happen to our beach parks five years from

3

now.

4

Many of them need to be upgraded, and I'm sure the

5

future will show us what places, you know, are the

6

hot spots.

7

only letting me work in a certain place or charging

8

me extra money to have at my option other beaches

9

available, you know, it could possibly affect my

Many of them need greater parking facilities.

But shutting down certain beaches or

10

ability to stay in

11

for 18 years in the scuba business.

12

good safety record, you know, and it's because of

13

people like me

14

here can go out and learn how to scuba dive safely

15

and enjoy the water and enjoy our resources, enjoy

16

the beaches and the creatures that live there and

17

the parks that have been built.

18

business~

th~t

I've been in business
I have a very

visitors or even folks that live

A lot of our parks that I go to to use for my

19

services are in pretty -- pretty bad shape.

20

bathrooms are dirty.

21

There's no trash pick up.

22

of small problems that need to be handled, and if

23

there's a ranger going down to these beaches every

24

day or every couple days he can make little notes

25

that this needs to be fixed or that needs to be

The parking areas are dirty.
The

there's just a lot
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1

addressed and it's going to make our island a better

2

place.

3

We're growing forwards.

4

together, we can come up with a really good solution

5

that can be covered not just using Maui as a model,

6

but the rest of the Hawaiian islands can also

7

benefit from that.

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

10

the testifier?

11

testimony.

14

Are there any questions for

Thank you very much for your

The next testifier will be Ms. Patti Cadiz,

12

13

And I think if we all work

So thank you for your time.

8

9

You know, we're not growing backwards.

and she will be followed by Ke'eaumoku Kapu.
MS. CADIZ:

Thank you, Madam Chairman and Council Members,

15

for hearing our testimony again, and thank you for

16

all the hard work that's gone into drafting this

17

proposal.

18

that's been made.

19

will solve a lot of the problems that brought us to

20

this issue nearly two years ago.

21

acknowledges that there are some reputable and

22

legitimate operators that are not part of the

23

problem and that there are a few that are part of

24

the problem and that we've got to do things to

25

eliminate the element that's making us all look bad.

I~m

really pleased with the progress
I think it's an ordinance that

I think it
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I think that the new -- the way the new 2C is

1

2

written with the 5 percent activity fee is an

3

excellent course of action.

4

increase in the amount of revenues that will go to

5

the County for enforcement, and yet it's not so

6

burdensome that it's going to cause some of those

7

operators that have been outside the system to

8

reject the system'and continue operating as

9

renegades.

It does allow for an

I think that there's benefit to the entire

10
11

community when more operators are brought into the

12

system and indemnify the County, insure the County,

13

live by the rules, are aware of,the rules, are able

14

to be contacted when there is an issue, where if the

15

system is too complicated or too expensive to join,

16

there will be operators that will choose to operate

17

outside the

18

there at Kanaha and there's really nothing to stop

19

them.

20

it didn't work.

21

behind it.

22

I'm really looking' forward to seeing the benefits at

23

all the beach parks.

24
25

sy~tem.

I know that there's a few down

I mean, we've tried a little peer pressure,
So we need -- we need some teeth

I think this ordinance hcts some teeth.

I also wanted to mention that we talked about
how Maui is the number one dive spot.
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1

number one destination for wind sports t windsurfing

2

and kite surfing.

3

mecca for windsurfing.

4

it was a few years ago

5

and we really enjoy sharing our favorite sport with

6

our clients t and same with kite surfing.

Maui's long been considered the
It's a smaller industry than
t

but it's still a lot of fun

I think the Launiupoko issue t I'm really glad

7

8

to see that we'll be able to address the needs of

9

Launiupoko hopefully through the administrative rule

10

process

11

was in draft 2B.

12

restrictions on Launiupoko without the weekends and

13

holidayst I think somebody counted that was 110 days

14

out of the year where commercial activity is not

15

,allowed at that beach park~ and it seems that that

16

system's working.

17

recreational user.

18

there business-wise t but it seems like it's good

19

there now and I think that solution's fine.

20

think it's a service to the community or tourism to

21

remove it

22

23
24
25

t

as opposed to through the ordinance t as it
I think that the present

I only go there as a -- as a
I don't teach or do any activity

~ompletely

I don't

from circulation.

I think th'at' s all what I need to say.

Any

questions?
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you

t

Patti.

Any questions?

none t thanks very much.
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1

MS. CADI Z :

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

3

Thank you.
The next testifier will be Ke'eaumoku

Kapu.
This is the fire alarm/ so they're having

4

5

difficulties with it.

So I apologize/ but that is

6

what has been happening.

7

:r:eal' alarm.

8

There's some kind of a short circuit/ so I apologize

9

for the disturbance.

I don't believe it is a

They're trying to check right now.

Staff just informed me that

10

things are not operating the way that they should

11

be.

12

and the final testifier

13

Makalapua Kaiwi/ so please proceed.

14

MR. KAPU:

So/ Ke'eaumoku/ I hope you are not interrupted/

Mahalo.

follow~ng

you will be

Good day/ Council Members and

15

Mrs. Johnson.

My name is Ke'eaumoku Kapu.

16

from Lahaina.

I'm here on behalf of -- speaking for

17

my Uncle George Opelu Keahi/ and he is a living

18

d~scendant

19

trying to get some kind of permit so he can start

20

something off ln Lahaina.

21

of Lahaina.

I am

He's been in the process of

One thing about our locals over there/ if

22

you're not into the hotel industries or, you know/

23

folding beds and all these kinds of things/ my

24

uncle/ his whole family/ the Keahis/ everybody know

25

them in Lahaina.

They're long-time fishermen.
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1

run -- they've been running canoe

2

Lahaina for who knows how long.

3

them by their background.

~ssociations

in

Everybody knows

Uncle Opelu just wanted to come over here and

4
5

he started about two and a half years ago to try to

6

find some self sufficiency to try to make ends meet,

7

yeah, and found that, you know, in the areas that he

8

wanted to basically find some place to be self

9

sufficient in in getting a permit to start some kind

10

of ocean activity, maybe surfing, I don't know,

11

canoe, but there's a great concern in Lahaina.

12

mean, I live there.

13

going on.

14

recommendations, maybe kind of little bit too light.

15

I think maybe got to make them a little bit more

16

harder for everybody to try to come comply.

17

I see everything.

I

I see what's

Maybe, you know, this little ordinance or

You know, I also listen to the mom-and-PbP

18

shops that they get down there, pretending-to-surf

19

schools, and, you know, it's discriminatory for me

20

to just sit here and listen and also to listen to my

21

uncle's concerns as pertaining to how hard it is for

22

him.

23

but he's trying to find some kind of subsistence

24

for -- not for him but also his kids or maybe his

25

nephews or his nieces, and this County for -- I

He's what?

He's over 60 years old already,
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1

don't know, with the rules and the logistics that

2

have been placed upon him, out of six applicants

3

that are in this one place, Kamehameha Iki Park,

4

there's only three operate down there.

5

He -- he brought his concerns to the County

'6

numerous amounts of times.

You got surf schools

7

that over here that allowed to operate in 18

8

different places.

9

school that one surf ,school can operate in four or

You get one surf school or dive

10

five or six different beach parks.

11

over here and they're kamaaina.

12

for one place where they can lay their hat, and one

13

place -- you know, I go down to Lahaina and I see

14

ten, 15, 20 boards lying on the sand.

15

mean if we get that much boards, gee, maybe we can

16

compete with the so-called big people out there.

17

It's not about money.

We get family

They only looking

Our family, 1

It's about surviving

18

for us; yeah, and we're being deprived of that, and

19

through the permit process it's being discriminatory

20

against us.

21

get here on palapala, I think you should make them

22

more strict, yeah, because this is too light.

23

at the same time, for my uncle's sake, I hope you

24

all look at his -- and I'm pretty sure that he came

25

across and he talked to a lot of you.

So with these little logistics that you
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The competitiveness in Lahaina, the

1

2

competitiveness around the world, I see that.

3

People even share cultural concerns as pertaining to

4

how dear they feel about these oceans of ours, yeah.

5

The sales pitch that everybody put in the magazines,

6

the best school that you can learn from.

7

the best school?

8

kanaka maoli here.

9

kanaka' he kanaka, he mana he mana, he pono.

Where is

I no see one-- I.no see one
I no see one kanaka, one.

We being deprived.

He
You

10

know what that means?

11

left out while the big people get fat and we are

12

still depressed today.
So this, make 'em harder.

13

We being

Make 'em harder

14

for everybody, yeah.

15

too light.

16

Because if we're having a hard time now, then why

17

are they having an easy time?

18

my uncle in and out County, deprived, deprived,

19

denied.

20

palapala.

21

Because the little people -- now we're talking mom

22

and pop's little people -- are getting crushed by

23

not even being allowed to even have a permit to even

24

do anything.

25

Because the rules right here,

Make 'em even more crucial.

Nuff already.

Why?

Two and a half years

Put the logistics down on

Make it hard for the big people up there.

The only permit I get is one permit for walk
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in Costco's.

2

that's why we. always got to

3

rights.

4

rights, but nobody acknowledges our rights, not even

5

in the County, especially for one simple surf

6

permit.

7

concern.

8

CHAIR JOHNSON:

9

That's it.

Yeah?
s~y

Beach permit -ingress/egress

That's why we always got to say we have

That's all I like you guys listen to, this
Make 'em more crucial.
Mahalo.

Mahalo.

Any questions for Ke'eaumoku?

Thank you, Ke'eaumoku.

And our last testifier is

10

Makalapua Kaiwi, and she will be the last testifier,

11

unless anyone else comes forward, and if you do want

12

to come forward, please sign up at the desk.

13

MS. KAIWI:

Mahalo, thank you.

I'd like to say mahalo nui

14

loa to Chairwoman Jo Anne Johnson and to the other

15

Council members.

16

allowing me to speak this afternoon, but my name,

17

for the record, is Makalapua Kanuha Kaiwi, and I am

18

a resident of Honokowai out in Lahaina, and I too am

19

speaking in behalf of a concerned citizen on the

20

west side of Maui and also for my cousin who is

21

Opelu Keahi.

22

Thank you.

Mahalo nui loa for

And from what I understand, Opelu has been

23

waiting for his surf school permit for about

24

since 2001, and· I believe it's 2003 now, and my poor

25

cousin, he's still waiting, but from some of the
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1

concerns that he has 'shared is tha,t there are permit

2

holders that have multiple permits for different

3

sites, and I understand that there are some permit

4

holders that are operating their business on the

5

south end of Maui but yet they do not utilize the

6

west side of the permit that they also have to

7

operate their business.

8

for his permit, there is someone holding a permit

9

but is not operating or utilizing that surf spot.

So while Opelu is waiting

10

So maybe we can do something about that so that it

11

will enable him to operate his job -- his business

12

that he is looking so forward to opening up.

13

And like our cousin was saying is our family

14

used to teach surfing lessons for free.

15

why?

16

it's a part of our culture, yeah.

17

we share, we ho'ike, yeah, we share this culture.

18

And now we -- I understand that a lot of money can

19

be made.

20

Because

It was a love that we had for the sport, and
So we -- lokahi,

And about Launiupoko, because I do have two

21

mo'opuna kane now, I have two grandsons, one is just

22

a week old and I have one that's going to be three

23

years old in November, but he, like his papa and his

24

uncles, he is learning how to surf, and we are

25

frequent goers to Launiupoko.

And as a concerned
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citizen, I would like to see Launiupokototally

2

belong to the general public.

3

that side, and I see how many families, not only on

4

the weekends, their picnics and gatherings and

5

birthday parties don't only happen on the weekends.

6

It also happens on the week dqys.

Because I live down

And, plus, Launiupoko is such a dangerous

7

8

place.

I

9

careful and judge myself without having myself

mean~

I would have to like really be

10

killed or killing somebody trying to pullout of

11

that parking lot.

12

do something too, and I understand that there's

13

traffic light that's going to be put in, and that is

14

very maika'i.

So as a County maybe they need to
\

And I also was looking on the documents

15
16

that

the certification of lifeguards.

17

hat off to Royal Hawaiian Surf Academy because all

18

of their instructors are 'lifeguard certified.

19

know that for a fact because I was there at the

20

County pool watching them get certified, and I think

21

that should be mandatory.

22

teaching the general public, people that come from

23

Massachusetts, people that come from -- come here to

24

have a wonderful experience, not to have a bad

25

experience of their loved ones or themselves get

Because why?
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1

hurt in our beautiful oceans or drown.

2

be lifeguard certified.

3

Mahalo nui loa.

4

this time.

7

Thank you very much for allowing me

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you, Maka.

.Are there any questions?

Councilmember Nishiki.

8COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:
9

And I think I said enough.

Hi, Charmaine.

5

6

They should

Thank you.

Yeah, I was reading

with interest from another long-time family member,

10

Penny Wakida just wrote her concerns about

11

Launiupoko.

She mentioned Puamana Park --

12

MS. KAIWI:

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

Ah, Puamana.
totally taken over by surf

schools.

15

MS. KAIWI:

Pololei, I mean that's correct, yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Tnen she mentioned Army Park,

17

where there is very little parking and surf vendors

18

have taken over.

19
20
21

MS. KAIWI:

Wayne, you have to come down.

It's very, very

cluttered and it gets very dangerous.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So being that those two parks have

22

been totally taken over, is Launiupoko of the three

23

the one that you people on the west side would

24

probably want because --

25

MS. KAIWI:

Don't ask me that, because I'll take two.
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want Launiupoko and Puamana.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

MS. KAIWI:

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you so much.

You're very welcome.

Thank you.

Thank you for coming today

tOOl

and we

5

have one additional person who signed up to testifYI

6

and that's Becky Rufener.

7

wishing to testify?

8

her testimonYI it's my intention to close testimony

9

and then we would be taking a short break.

10

Otherwise

l

after Becky finishes

So

please sign up if you want to testify.
Please proceed

11

12

Is there anyone else

MS. RUFENER:

I

Becky.

My name's Becky Rufener and I'm here as an
,

13

individual but also representing the dive industry.

14

I have a dive shop called Dive Maui

15

interesting to listen to all of this.

16

how if you make the rules stricter that the

17

gentleman that they were talking about would be able

18

to get easier in as a business

19

have a preference

20

the County considers how they do the funding for the

21

permits.

22

either make the big businesses take over and run the

23

activities or you can make it so the smaller

24

businesses can stay in the game.

25

the prices

l

I

l

and it's
I'm not sure

and I don't really'

but I think it is important that

Because what you're looklng at is you can

l

If you increase

you're going to make it very difficult

,
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1

for the smaller businesses to continue to offer more

2

personalized service, more variety of selection, and

3

those kinds of things.
So other than that, I saw what was on there,

4

5

what I could understand, and it sounds like a good

6

move in the right direction.

7

have a dive shop that could handle it.

8

not handle the higher costs.

9

increase our charges to our customers, but, you

And me personally, I
Would rather

We would have to

10

know, if you get the rest of the competition out of

11

the way, we can gladly increase our prices and we'll

12

get the money.
So I think it just needs to be considered,

13
14

what we're offering not only to the locals and the

15

tourists but how those services are going to be

16

affected if you take out the smaller people.

17

think raising the prices is definitely going to have

18

that effect.

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

So that's all I have to say.

Thank you very much.

Are there any

20

questions for the testifier?

21

you.

22

up to testify, Curtis Kaiwi.

23

individuals who wish to testify?

24

forever hold your peace.

25

MR. KAIWI:

And I

Seeing none, thank

And we have one additional person who's signed

Aloha.

Are there any other
Speak now or

Didn't have anything planned.
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1

wanted to come here to listen to what was being said

2

and the concerns.

3

and especially for the public, you know, as well to

4

work together.

5

competitive and it's all about the old mighty

6

dollar, I think everybody could get along and share

7

in this.

8

everybody could give something back to the community

9

as well.

And I_think if it's not so

Everybody could profit from it and

Because

10

I think it's for all businesses,

and I agree with that gentleman up

11

there -- I forget his name -- Rodney, that if you

12

have a business here, you should -- you should be a
,resident of the islands or of Maui.

Because when

14

your -- your income comes into you and if you're an

15

outsider, where does it go?

16

mainland.

17

doesn't stay here to help the economy.

18

that's a good point that he made.

It goes to the

It goes to you and the mainland.

It

I think

And as far as enforcement, I think the

19
20

enforcement is very good to have -- if you have

21

laws, our police are here, you know, to take care

22

and to enforce the laws.

23

don't have some kind of force to take care and to

24

ensure that these rules are followed, why have

25

why set up guidelines and parameters?

If we have rules and we

\
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we ',re trying to do is set up some guidelines for the

2

present as well as the future.

3

seems to me, liatening to everybody, it's kind of

4

messed up.

Because right now it

And I think we're here to resolve that and to

5
6

put one step

one foot in front of the other and

7

just move ahead in a nice orderly manner, and I

8

think, once again, if we can all just -- it's all

9

about all of· us who live here in the islands.

It's

10

not any particular, you know, race or color or what.

11

It's everybody who lives here who's trying to make a

12

living and trying to make an impact on a community

13

and our keikis of the future, you know.

14

all I have to say.

15

time.

Thank you very much for your

.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

16

17

And that's

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much, Curtis.

Any

18

questions for the testifier?

19

very much.

20

wishes to give testimony?

21

intent to close off testimony for today, so, that is

22

it for testimony.

23

concluded.

24
25

Seeing none, thank you

Is there anyone else in the audience who
If not, it's the Chair's

That portion of the meeting is

It's the Chair's intent to take a recess
until three o'clock just so that we have a little
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bit of time so that we can look at some of the

2

issues that you've brought forward and then we will

3

begin our deliberations and we'll go through the

4

bill.

Thank you.

thr~e.

(Gavel) .

2:51 p.m.

5

RECESS:

6

RECONVENE:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

Recess till

3: 04 p.m.

(Gavel)

Parks and Agriculture Committee

meeting will reconvene.
We've heard our public testimonYr and before

9

10

we actually get into the question-and-answer portion

11

where we dialogue with our Administration and start

12

hammering out some of the elements of this bill r I'd

13

like to give an opportunity to both Mr. Regan and

14

also John Buck and also our Police Department to

15

offer their comments.
So I'd begin by asking r Mr. Regan r do you

16

17
18

have any comments?
MR. REGAN:

Madam Chair r Keith Regan r Director of Finance

19

for the County of Maui.

I'm going to keep my

20

comments very brief.

21

very -- has been something that our Department has

22

been struggling with r at least since -- since I've

23

been there.

24

for a long time.

25

have before us to make a change and move it to where

This ordinance r 5.24r has been

I know they've been struggling with it
This is an opportunity that we
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it belongs to under the Parks and Recreation

2

Department, and also to provide for additional

3

mechanisms such as appeals of decisions.

4

And that has been one of the biggest

5

challenges that I've had to face as a Director over

6

the last seven months in trying to enforce this

7

ordinance, is that really, as it stands now, there's

8

no way for you to appeal a decision that I make, and'

9

that kind of makes it unconstitutional.

You need to

10

have the ability to appeal a decision, and that does

11

not exist in this ordinance, but it does exist under

12

the new ordinance that we're trying to draft today.
So I commend everyone that's worked on this.
I ask that you support

14

It's been a long process.

15

the move.

16

answer any questions you may have.

17

number of comments that were made today during

18

testimony that if I'm asked, I would like to

19

would like to reply to, or at least give the

20

Department's perspective.

21

comments.

22

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I am here today as a resource to try to
There were a

I

And with that, I close my

Thank you, Madam Chair.
Thank you.

Before we get to our Parks

23

Department, I just wanted to offer an opportunity

24

for our police officers to make a comment.

25

have any comments at this time, or would you prefer
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tbhear from Parks first?

2

you go.

3

MR. NONEZA:

Officer Noneza, I'll let

Thank you, Madam Chairperson, Members of the

4

council. ' In reviewing this, we have a few concerns.

5

If I can go back a little bit.

6

have recognized or I have stated before, 5.24 as it

7

is written right now is subject to

8

and personally as a police officer I don't like to

9

interpret.

As a lot of people

interpretat~on,

I like it to be said straight up front

10

what my duties are, what certain things mean,

11

therefore leaving the decision making processes out

12

of me because I can point to something else that

13

says -- and it says that that's what it means.

14

As we -- as I've reviewed this draft 2C,

15

there still are certain questions that come about in

16

my mind, some of them are housekeeping things, minor

17

littie oversights that can be changed quite easily.

18

However, because of the way it is right now, I feel

19

that we need to sit down with other agencies at this

20

point in time and hash over the few differences that

21

might still remain.

22

recognize it also, it's come a long way.

23

to be completed in the timetable I believe everybpdy

24

wants it to be completed, but ,at the same time there

25

are,little things that we need to go through and we

,

As everybody has said, and I
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1

need explanations for in order for us to feel

2

comfortable with what the Council and this Committee

3

will ultimately decide upon.

4
5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.

Assistant Chief

t

you have any comments?

6

MR. KIKUCHI:

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

No.
OkaYt all rightt

thank you.

Then we'll

8

proceed with the comment.s by our Parks Assistant

9

Director t Mr. John Buck.

10

do

MR. BUCK:

Before I make some comments t I would like to

11

take this opportunitYt with your permission t Madam

12

Chair t

13

express some of the problems they've had over the

14

past few years with this existing ordinance and the

15

reason why we need to change it to put it back into

16

5 -- Chapter 13 t . and then I'll summarize with a few

17

comments that I have.

18

possible

19

CHAIR JOHNSON:

20

MR. BUCK:

to allow my various staff members to just

So I would like

tOt

if

As resource people?

As resource people

t

some of the frustrations

21

and things they've had over the years.

22

call Mr. Bob Straub t acting district -- I mean he's

23

the District Supervisor in South District.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

Are there any objections?
No.
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1

CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

MR. STRAUB:

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Do I come up there?
Yes, Mr. Straub, if you could, and just

4

state your name for the record, since you're being

5

viewed as a resource person.

6

MR. STRAUB:

Thank you, Madam Chair.

My name is Bob

7

Straub.

8·

District for the Parks and Recreation Department.

9

And I've been down there on a permanent basis since

10

December 1, and basically I've been observing a lot

11

of what has been going on in the parks, primarily

12

Makepa Landing, and more so Cove Park and Kalama

13

Park.

14

I'm the District Supervisor for the South

For the information of the people that

15

testified here today and the businesses, I don't

16

know that you're aware that we do payout of our

17

budget for the South District, for each district we

18

do pay water bills, we do pay electric bills, we do

19

pay sewer bills.

20

for nothing, and we feel that the businesses are

21

using our parks and definitely should share in some

22

of that expense by payiNg the proper fees.

23

Parks Department does. not get it

And I don't know what you charge per person,

24

but after what I saw on Saturday when it was illegal

25

to run an operation in Kalama Park, I saw over 100
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1

people at one time in the water placed there by

2

busi~esses,

3

was being used for Sea Fest, which was permitted.

4

So we had a double whammy.

5

permitted activity and we have the surfing companies

6

encroaching upon a permitted activity.

7

now have an illegal activity, in that they were even

8

there at all.

surf companies using a parking lot that

Number one, we had a

Secondly, we

9

So my observation is that some of the things

10

that are going on, you people must realize that you

11

have to police yourselves.

12

going to encourage -- and I personally -- I have

13

been trained by the Police Department to enforce

14

handicapped parking, and I would have no trouble

15

personally walking up to someb9dy with one of the

16

Police Department books and giving a ticket if we

17

have substantial fines that are in place for

18

enforcement.

19

Because if not, I'm

And I would also encourage you people to look

20

at what your revenues are and help us in our budget

21

concerns.

22

months I have discovered a lot, that I didn't know

23

before as the District Supervisor for all 'the

24

expenses that we do incur, whether it be for

25

repairing irrigation lines that someone may break,

Because I will tell you that in seven
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1

stuffing toilets with paper towels or whatever, we

2

have a tremendous amount of vandalism.

3

mentioned a number here.

4

position from the Parks Department when you're

5

negotiating and/or dealing with these fees that

6

we're asking you to pay.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Please consider our'

Thank you.

Thank you, Bob.

Are there any questions

8

from any of the Council members?

9

you very much, Bob.

10

MR. STRAUB:

11

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Someone

Seeing none, thank

Thank you.
Is there someone else that would like

to -13
14

15

MR. BUCK:

Mr. Puu, David Puu, the Maintenance Supervisor

for West Maui.
MR. PUU:

Good afternoon.

My name is David Puu.

I'm the

16

West Maui Maintenance Supervisor fGr the County of

17

Maui Parks and Recreation.

18

sitting here to my left is legit businesses, you

19

know.

20

Kihei.

21

legit businesses, but the illegal people out there.

22

Lahaina is just overrun by different 'companies

23

without permits.

24

problem, if I'm trained by the Police Department, to

25

police my community myself.

Most of these people

I've met them a year ago in our meeting in
The problem we're having now is not the

I, like Mr. Straub, 'don't have a

More than willing to do
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1

so.

2

willing to give me a call and say there's a guy next

3

to me that's illegal.
But r cannot believe that $250 is too much

4
5

moneYr because I see how much money is made out

6

there.

7

our public facilities.

8

driven away from our beach parksr specifically

9

Launiupoko and Puamana r because we have too many

I see the overusage of our beach parks r of
I see local families being

10

surf schools there.

Every daYr every single day our

11

facilities are being used r our rest rooms r our

12

showers.
You know r they're -- these parks was made so

13
14

long ago r it was made then to -- for the demand of

15

the amount of people we had then.

16

improved to.meet the amount of usage that we have

17

now.

18

year.

19

our schools r from our different -- different

20

businesses.

21

willing to dOr but I also need the same help from

22

our -- our different schools.

7 million people through my beach parks a
That's above and beyond all the users from

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

Mr. Puu?

25

It has never been

So whatever I can do to helpr I'm

Thank you.

Thank you.

Are there any questions of

Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah r jvst because you brought up
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Launiupoko.

2

observed, but is parking one of the bigger problems

3

because these schools corne in and take all the

4

parking?

5

MR. PUU:

Can you tell me how -- I mean L've

Whenever surf is up at Launiupoko, it is packed.

6

There is no parking.

It's a free for all.

There is

7

no room.

8

corning in, not only corning in with their van, but

9

corning -- the people corning into that school.

Above and beyond that, we have our schools

It's

10

anywhere from five to ten cars.

That parking lot

11

holds 50 cars.

12

There's no fire lane.

13

arnbulance'to go in if somebody gets hurt.

14

actually got to park out on the highway to go rescue

15

somebody.

We have 100. cars in there now.
There's not -- no way for our

Puamana is also the same way.

16

We have 50.

They

We can fit 15,

17

18 cars in Puamana.

There is no way

18

for our Police Department, Fire Department, or our

19

paramedics to get into the parks to save somebody.

20

They park out on the road.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much for corning,

23
24
25

David.
MR. BUCK:

Mahalo.

Steve, you got anything?

Mr. Steve Ashfield,

he's Acting Recreation Leader III over in Lahaina.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

2

MR. ASHFIELD:

Thank you.
I'm Steve Ashfield.

I work in West Parks.

3

The move from Finance has to be made.

4

up to the window where I work a lot in the office

5

and they ask about permits for the ocean and I can

6

tell them absolutely nothing.

7

Finance.

8

Parks and Recreation.

9

anything about recreation in the ocean.

We don't know.

People come

I say please go to

They saYt wellt you're

Aht yeah t but we don't know
So if

10

you're a fish t you're in trouble if you come to my

11

office.
About

12

but if we're going to do itt we need

13

the enforcement partt it's very important t or else

14

you have the Parks and Recreation doing the same job

15

as Finance t not knowing what goes on out there.

16

Because we can be there early in the morning t we can

17

be there during the afternoon t but somebody else has

18

got to look and check everything out.

19

enforcement it's really bad.

So without

20

About the 7 million people t as you can

21

probably tell from my accent t I came from New

22

Jersey.

23

It costs $3 during the week and $5 on weekends.

24

That means if we charged in Lahaina t we'd get about

25

$21 million t which is more than the budget from the

In New Jersey it costs to go to the beach.
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whole Parks Department, but unfortunately I think

2

we'd ma.ke a lot of people mad, and 7 million, Dave,

3

that's just the people that come in on -- tourists,

4

not the people who live here that go to the beach at

5

least once a year, I think.
The last thing is we have to take care of

6

7

the beaches are falling apart mainly because of

8

usage, and we have to remember, you have to take

9

care of your local people.

That's your job on the

10

Council, is to take care of the people that voted

11

you into office.

12

it's really great to have them and we take care of

13

them as best as we can, but if you don't think about

14

the people that come and live here and what they

15

have to put up with, then you're making a big

16

mistake.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

We can think about tourists, and

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

18

questions of Steven?

19

appreciate you coming.

20

MR. BUCK:

Are there any

Thanks very much, Steve.

I

The last member of my staff who wants to speak

21

is' Tamara Horcajo, our Chief of Recreation and

22

Support Services, so she's kind of responsible for

23

the day-to-day maintenance of the parks.

24

CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

MS. HORCAJO:

Thank you.
Thank you, Councilmember Jo Anne Johnson and
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Members of the County Council, for the opportunity

2

to speak a little bit about the concerns for ocean

3

recreational activities in our parks, and I'm here

4

because the infrastructure in our parks are

5

something that we're responsible for for the public

6

every day, and we do get calls from the public and

7

we are very concerned that we cannot accommodate the

8

current public that are using our parks, the

9

visitors who come to Maui because of our ocean, and

10

the commercial businesses that are in the parks

11

right now.
And our Department's done a lot of work, the

12

13

Aquatics section and the districts, in putting

14

tog,ether a capacity study on each of the park areas.

15

And representing the community and the safety for

16

our visitors and residents, we believe that this

17

capacity study is important to continue and don't

18

want to see it not looked at as we go along the

19

road.

20

The ordinance currently moving from

21

Department of Finance to Parks Department is a large

22

improvement, but it is an additional responsibility

23

for our Department that we are not at this point

24

staffeq to accommodate, so we are concerned with the

25

permitting aspect that we don't yet have in place,
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1

as well as the enforcement aspect.

2

to see the admin rules that need to accompany this

3

ordinance put in place prior to ,passing this

4

ordinance.

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

6

Horcajo, just for the record.

7

questions of Tamara?

8
9

We'd also like

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

That was Tamara
Are there any

Charmaine.

Hi.

Thanks for being here,

Tamara.

10

MS. HORCAJO:

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

rules?

13

MS. HORCAJO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Have you started on administrative

No, we haven't.
Okay.

Probably should start.

15

Because it looks like this is going to go, so if you

16

want it to be as close as possible -- actually, this

17

one has to come before the administrative rules,

18

but, yeah, don't hold back.

19

here.

20

are here today to share with us from, you know, the

21

grassroots level what is it like to have to maintain

22

the parks and try to direct what goes on in those

23

parks.

24

hopefully with this ordinance we will be moving

25

toward a semblance of more organized activities at

I appreciate your being

In fact, all of the Department people that

I understand the job is a challenge, and
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1

the parks and, you know, ensure that our local folks

2

have a chance to enjoy the beach parks that their

3

tax dollars support.

4

MS. HORCAJO:

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

6

7

Thank you.

Thank you.
Thank you very much, Tamara.

appreciate your input too.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I really

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah, I just wanted to say, you

8

know, this is kind of a first for myself to see line

9

people here, and I want to thank you, Mr. Buck,

10

because I think it's really important that we get to

11

h~ar this, and you,

12

know, having the police and having the people that

13

actually go in and have to experience what residents

14

and visitors are going through, I think you ought to

15

be commended.

16

hgving the line people here.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Madam Chairman, because, yo~

And so thank you, Mr. Buck, for

Thank you.

Thank you verY,much,

18

Mr. Nishiki, and I -- I pave to also thank the

19

people for taking the time, because I think --

20

perhaps Councilmember Tavares when she was with

21

parks, her philosophy I think has always been pretty

22

much what mine has, you learn the most from the

23

people that work in the trenches day by day.

24

the way you get educated.

25

larger public will benefit from this very much.

So I think that the
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I know that we at the top sort of have to make these

2

decisions, put it is really valuable to have

3

input from the people that have to actually

4

implement and enforce what we enact up here in these

5

Council chambers.

th~

So without further ado, I would like you,

6
7

Mr. Buck, to have at least an opportunity, give some

8

of your overview.

9

question, Mr. Nishiki, before we begin?

10
11

12
13
14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Did you have an additional

No.

I have it for Mr. Regan and

the Police Department later.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, great.

So we'll proceed with

Mr. 'Buck, then.
MR. BUCK:

Okay, Madam Chair, thank you very much.

15

Bringing the existing 5.24 -- repealing it and

16

bringing it over to the Parks Department is a good

17

move.

18

not transferring a bad law from one department to

19

another~

20

comments and I -- it's just some concerns.

21

administrator -- one of the administrators for the

22

Department, not only do we have to worry about this

23

new ordinance coming up, but we should look at

24

overall -- and I think it's the same position the

25

County Council is -- how's everything going to

I think we're in the right step of taking and

as it has in the past.

I do have some
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affect everybody here on the island of Maui.
So we brought up the -- instead of

2

3

enforcement, signage.

Well, signage does not work.

4

I'm sorry.

5

police every day because a guy drives right past the

6

sign that says do not park and parked his vehicle in

7

the park and then we have to call the police.

8

so we know for a fact that signage doesn't work.

9

People should just be aware that you don't park your

We've -- we're constantly calling the

And

10

vehicle in the park and we don't have to put a sign

11

in the park, but we have to and a lot of people

12

still don't read, so just make that one comment.
As far as the overall ordinance, I think

13
14

changing 5.24 to 13 is probably the best way to go.

15

I mean, to make it real easy for Parks Department

16

right now, there's two other ways we can go, and

17

that one was -- is to totally repeal 5.24 and go

18

back to the way

19

ordinance was passed, and that would be Type 5, and

20

I don't want to do that for the simple fact that it

21

would drive the little guys out of business at $400

22

a day.

23

statement.

way before that -- before the

Okay, that's -- I want to make that

24

The other statement is the other easy way for

25

us to do it would be to do an RFP, and I'm afraid of
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doing an RFP because that means the guys with the

2

big bucks are the ones who are going to get the

3

permits to do the business.

4

best practice for everybody.

Again, that's not the

Now, whatever our final ordinance is, not

5
6

everybody's going to be happy.

7

unfortunately we cannot please everybody.

8

try, but there are going to

9

And I just hope that everybody realizes that the

b~

I'm sorry, but
We'll

some unhappy campers.

10

final ordinance that does come out is not to pick on

11

any individual or any organization.

12

we're trying to keep the most people happy as it

13

goes.

14

It's just that

All right.
The key thing

and the most common

15

complaint of this whole thing is -- has been brought

16

up, one, is appeals.

17

the new ordinance, is there the appeal process.

18

That puts it back in Chapter 13 and Chapter 13 has

19

an appeal process, so that's a good thing.

20

other one is enforcement.

21

That's one good thing about

The

Now, we're not going to get to really talk

22

about fees.

I'll bring up some fees and -- I guess

23

because fees are going to do with the Budget

24

Committee and stuff, so we're not going to -- I

25

don't really want to discuss fees right now, but I
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will make some comments and I'll make those same

2

comments when we have to go in front of the Budget

3

Committee.

4

approximately 200 illegal people out there not doing

5

their -- or operating without permits t even if we

6

charge everybody $250 per permit, one time, give

7

them run of the CountYt that's not going to cover

8

the enforcement costs if we're going to do it right.

9

Enforcement has been the number one complaint

But if everybody says there's

So fees

10

for the last I forget how many years t okay.

11

may not be able to cover the enforcement t but

12

enforcement t if

13

ends

14

take over this ocean recreation t we need to have the

15

resources t the funding to have the proper number of

16

staff to do the

UPt

to make this work t however it

if the Parks Department are expected to

~nforcement.

17

Now t we talked about a revolving fundt well t

18

I don't think the current fee structure is going to

19

pay --

20

ordinance over by -- I think Keith wants it over --

21

wants us to take it over next weekt we do not have a

22

revolving fund to pay for the enforcement, so who's

23

going to enforce it without money?

24

I have.

25

effective t then we may have to -- we'll probably

well~

first of

~llt

if we were to take this

That's the issue

So if we're going to do -- make this
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have to go in front of the Budget Committee and have

2

the minimum EjPs funded along with the monies for r,

3

you know r salaries and the equipment and materials

4

that are needed to provide that.

5

revolving fund does not exist and I -- so I'm doing

6

my

7

make enough.

8

going to be about 200 r OOO short r okay.

9.

calculations~

Because that

250 times 200 r it's not going to

I'll tell you that right now.

You're

We're talking about fines going back into

10

this revolving fundr well r from my understanding r

11

and maybe Mr. Kushi can tell me differentlYr if the

12

Police Department issues the flnes r it goes to the

13

State and not to the County.

14

pay -- so we have to find another way how we're

15

going to enforce the fees without it being --

16

without the State being involved r because it's going

17

to go back to the Stater just like your parking

18

tickets.

19

So we're not going to

Talking about fees r right now r if I'm not

20

mistaken r we just found out what City and County of

21

Honolulu charges for theirs r it's $900 for the year.

22

That's a little less than $3 a daYr okay.

23

Mr. Nishiki wants to have a pirthday party down at

24

Kalama Park for one of the granddaughters r it's $25

25

a day and he's not charging.

Now r if

And I have a hard
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time -- and I understand the concerns of the vendors

2

at the fees.

3

of hard to believe that nobody can afford $3 a day.

4

I can see.if it was $400 a day under Type 5,

$3 a day, I don't know.

That's kind

5

but that's not my decision.

I'm just bringing that

6

up just to let everybody know that a taxpayer who

7

wants to have a birthday party at Kalama Park is

8

going to have to pay $25.

9

have that park for ten minutes, all day, two hours.

Doesn't matter if they

1,0

It's still 25 bucks.

11

vendors 25 bucks a day, we would have more than

12

enough money for our enforcement, okay.

13

Now, if I was charging the

So I just

.want to bring that up, but we're not here. to discuss

14

fees today for the simple fact that that's under a

15

Budget Committee meeting.

16

I also have a problem with the 5 percent as

17

stated in this ordinance, and the reason for that,

18

same thing, Wayne Nishiki's going to have two

19

parties the same day, two different grandkids, and

20

let's say he goes to Baldwin Park and he's going to

21

have Kalama Park at the same time.

22

get the first park at $25, and guess what, gang.

23

ain't going to get the second park for 5 percent of

24

that fee.

25

whatever it is.

What is it, $5 dollars?

He's going to
He

Correct my math,

He's going to pay $25 for the one
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the park, and guess what he's going to pay for the

2

other park.

3

$25 dollars, okay.

And I'm not here to make everybody broke or

4

anything, but what I'm trying to explain is we as a

5

Department and we as -- and the County Council has

6

an obligation to the taxpayers too.

7

vendors are all taxpayers, but remember when· you're

8

making money using the County

9

be very careful, because some people and Mr. Puu may

I know the

facil~ty,

you have to

10

agree with me, when they have a

11

non-profit group, and it's in our facilities, and

12

the reason why they're having the fund-raiser, a

13

non-profit group, is because there's not enough

14

money for them to get any of the grants from the

15

County or they're trying not to get mdney from the

16

County to operate, they pay as high as four or 500

17

dollars a day just so they don't ask the County for

18

grant monies.

fund~raiser

for a

19

So that's one of the reasons why -- I know

20

the fees are the issue for everybody, but when we

21

decide on what the fees are, we've got to figure out

22

what's the most equitable for everybody, for the

23

vendors and, you know, our local residents, and

24

that's what's important.

25

Let's see, as far as the Department taking it -
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over, we would like to see a few things happen

2

before this ordinance comes over to 5.24.

3

it would be to allow us time -- if it gets passed

4

through this Committee and Committee of the Whole,

5

we want to still have some time to administer the

6

administrative rules before they go into effect.

7

And the other thing before we even take or consider

8

taking it over, we need to have the capabilities to

9

do the enforcement.

Basically

We're talking about a minimum

10

of four E/Ps.

11

districts and the fourth person -- and I think we

12

need more people going into each of the districts,

13

but the fourth person would be the person who has to

14

handle the permits.

15

Somebody going into each of the

Having a person dedicated just to doing ocean

16

recreation permits is a key to the enforcement of

17

this whole thing, okay.

18

to dedicate full time to issuing permits, dedicate

19

full time that all the requirements are met, and be

20

able to work with the various enforcement people, be

21

it Police Department, be it park rangers, be it

22

employees, whatever, know who and who does not have

23

the permits, okay.

24

it a lot faster.

25

documentation as far as when -- if there's any

That person would be able

It makes it a lot easier, make
Then we would have the proper
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problems with revocation, we can deal with just one

2

person to do that.

3

Now, right now the current ordinance says we
If we went into effect tomorrow,

4

have 20 days.

5

there's no way with our current staff being

6

overworked issuing permits for everything that's

7

going on in our Department -- and you remember our

8

permitting staff has not increased over the last ten

9

years, but I think the number of facilities and

10
11

parks have probably multiplied by threefold.
So if you're expecting us to follow what

12

the -- currently without the -- that's why I'm

13

saying probably the enfOrcement, it would be a

14

clerk, if we were to take it over tomorrow, there's

15

no way we would be able to meet those deadlines as

16

far as denying or issuing permit, because we would

17

not have time, either that or I would have to pay

18

somebody overtime, and again, that would be coming

19

out of operation budget.

20

And the other. thing is that, you know, like

21

we said, we're talking about everything going into

22

the revolving fund, that has to be a must to be able

23

to have that work or it becomes a -- goes back in

24

the general, but if we were to take it over

25

tomorrow, there is no revolving fund.
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that have been collected have ,been put in the

2

General Fund r so if we were to take -- so my

3

other -- our other condition r the Department r if we

4

were to take over this permitr we would like to have

5

the funding for the four E/Ps to do the enforcement.

6

Without the enforcement or without the capabilities

7

to do the enforcement r then my recommendation would

8

be to go back to Type 5s.

9'

Is there anything further r Mr. Buck?

10

Seeing no further comments from our staff.

11

have ariything to offer r Mr. Kushi r or would you

12

prefer that when we start going to the bill

13

through the bill that you answer questions then?

14
'.

CHAIR JOHNSON:'

MR. KUSHI:

Do you

Yes r brieflYr Madam Chair r I premise this

15

proposal 'before you with three fundamental concerns r

16

and -- even before that r I guess an apology's in

17

order because obviously time was of the essence to

18

produce this draft.

19

your Council Services Staff r as well as Mr. Rapacz

20

from the OTC r who was very helpful.

21

didn't touch bases as well as we needed to with the

22

Department of Parks r but we needed to get something

23

before this body.

24

with the Department of Police r which I understand

25

their concerns r and if they get more heavily

We've worked very hard with

We obviously

We obviously didn't touch bases
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1

involved in this, I would then recommend that they

2

take this over.

3

But again, that being said, we've

4

approached -- my office has approached this

5

ordinance with three basic concerns.

6

there's no legal right to use public property for

7

private profit.

8

considering activities in the ocean.

9

Department as well as the County in general, we

One, that

Two, the County has no jurisdiction
And three, the

10

believe the prime duty and obligation to maintain,

11

operate County parks is for the general public's use

12

and benefit.

13~

incorporate the

14

vendors, which they've been using our parks since

15

1980s somehow.

16

Madam Chair.

17

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That being said, we tried our best to
con~erns

of the public with these

So that's how we approached it,

I really appreciate that, and I want to

18

let Staff -- also Tamara Koller worked diligently on

19

trying to get something before you and I know

20

Mr. Rapacz and also members of the ocean recreation

21

group have worked on this, so it was with a lot of

22

input from a lot of people.

23

What I'd like to do at this point is allow

24

people to ask questions of the various resource

25

people that we have here, but I'm going to ask you,
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would you prefer as we go through the bill, would

2

you prefer that we go through the bill in the matrix

3

format and try to go through it?

4

Staff -- actually Tamara can assist us in going

5

through this -- or are there other questions that

6

you would like to ask and determine before we go

7

through this draft matrix?

8

Committee members.

9

Councilmember Tavares.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We can have

I'll leave it up to

Are there any preferences?

Yeah, I think the matrix is easier

11

to follow, as long as what you have underlined

12

well, actually, everything looks like it's

13

underlined in the definitions, but they do appear in

14

the matrix as the third column, am I correct in that

15

assumption?

16
17
18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

So would you like to go through the

matrix, then, do that first?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think so, because, you know,

19

like in the -- in the ordinance -- proposed

20

ordinance, you have things, you know, in the

21

Ramseyered form because they have to be because

22

they're different from whatever.

23

CHAIR JOHNSON:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Right.
But in the matrix you have only

the ones that we changed since the last or whatever
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time we talked about it.

2

be easier fbr us.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So I think the matrix will

Tamara/ would you like to go

4

through the matrix/ then?

5

you to do it or do you want Mr. Kushi to do that?

6

MS. KOLLER:

No / that's fine.

Would it be easier for

I'll need Mr. Kushi' shelp

7

in some of the areas to explain.

Just for preface/

8

the matrix has on the left side the current

9

ordinance/ the 5.24.

The middle 13.04 was the

10

original draft bill that we had at our last

11

Committee meeting/ and then we have gone through

12

some different versions/ but the version that you're

13

looking at today is 2C/ and this is the one that was

14

a result of meetings between Parks and the Ocean

15

Tourism Coalition/ Mr. Kushi's review/ and with the

16

OTC's Mr. John Rapacz/ who worked with the OTC.

17

We did send out copies to the other areas/

18

but because some of this was very late/ like we even

19

got the final version late this morning/ what I did

20

on the -- the actual/ just the difference between

21

the draft bill and the matrix/ because the

22

definitions are new to the chapter and the chapter

23

has other definitions/ they -- that's shown as

24

underlined because it's a new -- new definitions

25

that's going to go into Chapter 13.04.

,
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1

article is not underlined in the draft bill because

2

that whole article is new, and that's in the format

3

of how the legislation would be prepared.
When you look at column 3 on the matrix, the

4

5

underlined part are those sections that changed from

6

the original draft bill.

7

into the County Beach Park, that whol.e area pretty

8

much changed, and I think what Councilmember Johnson

9

was wanting is if we could go through each section.

For example, when we go

10

And so if we look at the County Beach Park, if

11

there's questions on the definitions or if there are

12

changes that members would like to have made.

13
14
15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's the way I'd like to proceed, if

possible.

Councilmember Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, if we're going to start with

16

that County beach park definition, then that's what

17

I will ask.

18

or title -- yeah, Chapter 13.04, if we change or add

19

this definition County Beach Park into the

20

definitions in 020 -- okay, there's no definition

21

now, right?

22

the following, and it lists a bunch of County beach

23

parks.

24

somewhere that for the purposes of ocean permits,

25

the following are exempt.

If you look at the layout of Chapter 13

Then you have the exception.

Except

So I think there has to be a distinction

Because if not, it looks
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like we're going to exempt our definition of County

2

Beach Park to exclude these beaches which are County

3

beach parks, because we don't -- we're not writing a

4

separate article that has to do just with these

5

ocean permits.

6

definition of the park.

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

MR. KUSHI:

9

10
11
12
13

That part I would caution us on the

Right.

Good point.

Mr. Kushi.
Correct.

We can put in something

to say "for the purposes of Article 10," whatever
number we're going to have it.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, that would handle it.

you.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Very good comment.

Are there any other

14

comments about this particular section?

15

Councilmember Nishiki.

16

Thank

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

For the Corporation

17

Counsel, now that we've eliminated the rest of the

18

parks, what is the impact?

19

Those that are listed will not be allowed to have

20

commercial activities?

21

MR. KUSHI:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

MR. KUSHI:

24
25

What does this do now?

That's the intent.
will not be.

Correct, no permits will be issued for those

parks.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay, and, Madam Chairman, when --
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1

when do! you wish -- if we want to add parks in

2

there, when do you wish to have these concerns

3

raised?

4

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Well, you can add them at any time.

I

5

mean, if we're discussing this section, I certainly

6

think if you have something that you believe should'

7

be 'added into this area, then it should be discussed

8

now and then we can hear the comments of the Parks

9

Department.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

And I guess -- only because

11

I'd like to see Launiupoko and the Puamana added in

12

there and not allow commercial activities in those

13

two parks, okay?

14

raised some questions -- that works for the County,

15

excuse me -- about carrying capacity.

16

we're going to do in regards to the others that

17

we're going to allow commercial activities to occur?

18

I guess my question is when do you see these

19

carrying capacity studies being completed?

20

I see other parks that I perhaps want to see no

21

commercial activity.

22

MR. BUCK:

Then, finally, the -- Tamara

Is that what

Because

I think we -- I think we discussed this as far

23

as Launiupoko and everything else.

24

we currently have a restriction on Saturdays and

25

Sundays and weekends, and it was felt that maybe

We do know t,hat
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1

that should go into administrative rules.

2

start doing the capacities of some of the parks

3

where we find that we need to restrict the parksr

4

then we would probably add those parks as far as

5

administrative rules.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

As we

Yeah r and I guess because

7

Charmaine brought uPr you know r for some of the

8

parks it's no brainers r and those two are the ones

9

that I foresee are no brainers and I would hope that

10

the Committee members would include those two that

11

were mentioned.

12
13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay .. Is there any other input on these

particular -- this particular section?

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

CHAIR JOHNSON:

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Just one.

Yes r Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank your Chair.

I'm glad

17

that the people from the Parks Department came over

18

and testified on the various parks.

19

clearer picture as far as how many people are using

20

the Parks.

21

mind and Puamana also.

22

see those parksr you know r really congested, not all

23

on weekdaysr but especially weekends and I don't

24

know how the local families get in there to utilize

25

the Parks.

It gives us a

And I had a question on Launiupoko in my
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

They don't.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Without the testimony from the

3

supervisors r you know r I really wouldn't have known.

4

Thank your Chair.

5

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Is it the inclination r then r of this

6

Committee that you want to add those parks in or do

7

you want that to be addressed under administrative

8

rules?

9

Councilmember Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeahr

Madam Chair r if we're going

10

to leave it in administrative rules r then they

11

should all be in administrative rules r but you

12

look -- it looks like r you know r we should decide

13

now if we're going to put these into the ordinance r

14

naming the beach parks where it will ber you know r

15

disallowed.

16

guess that's the first decision we should make.

17

we going to name them now or let the administrative

18

rules take care of it?

19

naming it now r because I think in the administrative

20

rule process it really puts a lot of pressure on the

21

Parks Department who will be conducting the hearings

22

for the administrative rules to be in a legislative

23

moder and that's our responsibility.

24

that if they're the hard decisions like this r we

25

should be responsible for making it.

And if we're going to-- you know r I

I actually would favor us

So I think

SOr I meanr
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2
3

4

I'm telling you to make a choice and I'm telling you
. what I want, but basically I think that's what
should happen.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Councilmember Carroll, you've been sitting

5

down there very quietly.

6

whether we include it here or leave it for admin

7

rules?

8

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

9

10
11

12

Do you have any,preference

The decision should be the

Committee's.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

All right.

Now back to

Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

I guess hearing that I will

13

make a motion.

14

County Beach Park to include Launiupoko Beach Park

15

and Puamana Beach Park.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

17

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

18

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I move to amend the definition under

Is there a second?
Second.

And there's a second to that motion.

Keep

19

in mind that whenever we close off a park for a

20

particular use, it's going to put increasing burdens

21

on the parks that remain.

22

about including Launiupoko and Puamana in there.

23

Bec::;ause there's different times when I've seen many

24

of the local people are not down there.

25

appropriate timing-wise to maybe allow the

So that's my only concern
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1

Administration to do some limits on when certain

2

hours could be included, managing it.

3

just that, though, that when you move people or stop

4

people from coming to one area, they're going to

5

move to another area.

6

concern, that just from a practical standpoint

7

that -- I'm not going to tell you guys what to do,

8

because I'd rather have this be a decision of the

9

Committee.

My concern is

So I have -- that's my only

If that's what you want to do, I will go

10

along with the will of the Committee, but that is my

11

biggest concern right now.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

Madam Chair.

Yes.
What I see in the list of excluded

parks does not include any park in West Maui.

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Uh-huh.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And I believe that there should be

18

parks in West Maui that are exclusively for the

19

non-commercial use.

20

beach parks.

21

there that are accessible that some of these

22

activities can take place of that are not under the

23

jurisdiction of the County of Maui.

24

amendment on what we've,been hearing today and

25

prior, and I put a lot of stock in what the people

We're only talking about County

There are areas all along the coast

I am basing my
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1

from the Parks Department say.

2

day-in-and-day-out basis.

They handle it on a

Now, if the -- if the idea is to say if we

3
4

want to leave Launiupoko and Puamana in here and let

5

the administrative rules determine how much is going

6

to be in there -- you know, if we go to like we did

7

for some other stuff and say, okay, you can have one

8

school at anyone tlme with a maximum of six people,

9

then maybe we're talking about something different,

10

but 1-- I believe -..;. Mr. ;Buck I think put it very

11

nicely.

12

operations can survive with County beach parks or

13

depend on County beach

14

does it cost a dive boat to berth at a State harbor,

15

a slip?

We're not here to guarantee that commercial

~arks

to survive.

How much

How much does that cost?

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

A lot.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's a great deal, I know.
It's a great deal.

So do we want

18

to treat it the same?

You want to park a car in a

19

County parking lot, it's like berthing a boat in a

20

State harbor.

21

cost?

22

for enforcement if we used that figure.

23

know, I think that we're on the right track,' and if

24

that carrying capacity study that's being conducted

25

by the Parks Department will ensure that they're

Do we want to look at. that kind of

I don't think we'd have any problem paying
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going to be very, very mindful that you want to

2

coexist with these commercial operations -- and I

3

have nothing against the commercial operations.

4

think that's fine.

5

both our residents and visitors.

6

coexist, you know, that's okay.

I

They are providing a service for
But if we can

If you'd like me to, you know, withdraw the

7
8

motion, I will, and let us wait to see what. the

9

Parks Department comes up with, that's fine.

10

Because we can always come back and revise this,

11

amend this if it doesn't work out in West Maui.

12

just concerned that there's no single park in West

13

Maui that's identified.

14

CHAIR JOHNSON:

I'm

And I guess if I were to have my choice of

15

the two parks, it would probably be that we

16

eliminate Puamana because it's so tiny.

17

we're going to pick and choose between the two and

18

eliminate one from the West Maui district, I would

19

say go to Puamana Park, because that is an area

20

that's

21

tiny and that's the one area where I hear a lot of

22

local people go, to Puamana.

That -- if

it's just jammed continuously and it's too

23

I will do what the Committee wants me to do,

24

because that's my job as Chair, is to carry out the

25

will of the Committee and do what's agreeable.
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just wanted to express my concerns, though, about

2

eliminating two parks and then having to deal with

3

all of the fallout later when they show up at 505

4

Front or, you know, some of the other areas or they

5

go into an area that is not regulated by anybody,

6

and then they start creating impacts in that area

7

and then we have absolutely no means of enforcing at

8

all.

9

Mr. Carroll.

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Chair.

I realize there's

10

probably no way to make everyone happy here.

11

However, 'after hearing the vendors and the public, I

12

think everybody realizes by now that there are

13

certain places that we need to make sure that the

14

public has access on an ongoing basis.

15

concern is the public, and then we do everything we

16

can do to accommodate the vendors who also have a

17

very important role in our Maui's economy.

18

setting aside these two parks over there, I think

19

it's actually helping the vendors.

20

of other places, like we said, they can go.

21

Our first

But by

There are a lot

And to think that the County is the only one

22

that needs to worry about the beach access and the

23

people, vendors and the public using all the

24

beaches, it's not realistic.

25

all these other beaches that are available, we don't

I mean, the State
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have control over that, but that doesn't mean that

2

we should just give up and open up all ours because

3

we don't have that control.

4

control of that need to exercise it.

The people that are in

But I'm in favor -- I seconded the motion and

5
6

I would like to see it go before the full Council,

7

and I think we owe that to our people.

8
9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That's why the Chair is willing to allow

it to go before the full Council, because I think

10

that, you know, while there's -- and we don't have a

11

full Committee here today.

12

But I would also like to have an opportunity -- I

13

don't know.

14

discussion, Mr. Buck, or any preference one way or

15

the other?

16

MR. BUCK:

Mr. Molina is missing.

Do you have any comment on the

If we have to go out on administrative rules as

17

far as the restriction, we don't have any problems

18

with that.

19

guys if we have to make restrictions, but I think it

20

would make a little bit more flexibility when we do

21

the impact studies and we find a lot of problem

22

areas, that

23

~ddress

24

probably would have to go back later based on the

25

administrative rules to make additional

It will just make us look like the bad
,

~he

administrative rules could be --

those in a more timely manner and then we
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restrictions r but we don't have any problems if that

2

was part of the administrative rules.

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.

So basically what you're sayingr

4

thoughr is that should we or should we not in your

5

opinion include these two parks in there r or would

6

you prefer to deal with it in administrative rules

7

and then come back to the Council?

8

MR. BUCK:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10
11

We'll deal with ,it in administrative rules.
Having heard that

Councilmember

Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank your Chair.

Understand

12

that the Parks Department hadn't had a chance to be

13

involved in the draft of this ordinance r I would

14

suggest that in this new definition in regards to

15

parksr beach parksr

16

definition r and hearing your concerns in regards to

17

Launiupoko Park r the possibility of setting time

18

limits r meaning Monday to Friday except for holidays

19

and weekends r setting time limits so that the

20

vendors can at least utilize that park to -- to

21

remove the safety aspects that you mentioned.

22

so much Puamana park.

23

every day.

24

Department time to analyze the Parks that we're

25

saying that -- you know r the exceptions on the parks

tha~

they take a look at the

Not

That park is always congested

My suggestion is that to give the Parks
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1

and the ones that the vendors can utilize.

2

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay, so having heard that -- Mr. Nishiki.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKT:

Yeah.

I really differ.

I think

4

that you -- you took away -- you're giving all the

5

rest of these parks for the vendors to go to, and,

6

you know, you heard from the Corporation Counsel in

7

regards to what the legal right is.

8

these -- the commercial people -- not against them.

9

They've got all these other places.

You know,

We've got

10

there's no legal right that we need to protect them.

11

Come on.

12

live here to, you know, enjoy some of these parks

13

that we created.

Let's give some room for the people that

I just -- you know, it's just not right, you

14
15

know.

We've got all these other parks that the

16

vendors can use.

17

areas to run their businesses for a small amount of

18

money.

19

to -- that are not running businesses?

20

I -- I see that adding these. two parks is very

21

important today.

22

think that this Council should make based on, you

23

know -- it's a no-brainer.

24

and I would hope that this Cpmmittee would put it on

25

the list.

We're giving them legal business

What about the local people that have got

It's a policy decision that I

That's all I can say,
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1

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

A suggestion was just made that

2

rather than -- because we're trying to look at the

3

whole ordinance and get through the whole thing, and

4

rather than voting on each section, get to the end

5

of all of the explanations and then make whatever

6

amendments we're going to do.

7

possibility of how we could do this.

8

least get consensus on the things that we can agree

9

on and then come back to these sticking points later

That's one
Or try to at

10

on.

It's -- it's up to you as Committee members.

11

Because I would like to try to get some kind of

12

direction, and we've already been going since 1:30.

13

So I would like to try to at least get through this.
Now, if you wapt to take up this particular

14
15

i.ssue at this time, it's fine with me.

16

decide that now and then just proceed, though, on

17

the rest of it so that we can at least just go

18

through, discuss our concerns, and then at the end

19

make whatever recommendations we're going 'to make

20

and then vote, on the amendments.

21

preferences?

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If that's your desire, Madam

Chair, then that's fine with me.

24

motion.
CHAIR JOHNSON:

Are there any

Councilmember Tavares.

23

25

We can

Okay.

I'll withdraw the

Mr. Carroll, want to --
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2

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL:

Since Ms. Tavares has withdrawn the

motion and only she needs to withdraw, it's over.
,

3

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Okay.'

I just -- I wanted to make sure

4

that we're going to proceed in a way that we can get

5

through this whole thing.

6

like to acknowledge Mr. Glenn Correa, Director of

7

Parks, who has joined us.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR JOHNSON:

10

And then also I would

Madam Chair.

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think -- we're not going to get

11

through this today, so in fact could we have just a

12

two-minute recess?

13

CHAIR JOHNSON:

14

RECESS:

15

RECONVENE:

16

CHAIR JOHNSON:

Absolutely.

Two-minute recess.

(Gavel) .

4: 04 p.m.
4: 11 p.m.

(Gavel)

The Parks and Agriculture

17

meeting will come back to order.

18

recess it's been determined that we will have the

19

use of the Council chambers on Monday at 1:30 p.m.,

20

August 4th and we will have a quorum present.

21

this point in time I would like to recess this

22

meeting and it will be reconvened on Monday at 1:30

23

p.m. on the 4th of August.

24

objections or any questions?

25

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

During this brief

So are there any

No objections.
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CHAIR JOHNSON:

No objections.

Anything further from
j

2

3

Staff?

This way -- Councilmember Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah t Madam Chair t does that 'allow

4

the Police Department to enumerate what their

5

concerns were with the proposed bill so we can have

6

everything in front of us for that Monday meeting?

7

CHAIR JOHNSON:

That -- that is one of the objectives for

8

recessing the meeting t because there were concerns

9

that they expressed that they wanted to review with

10

Corporation Counsel and possibly with the Parks

11

Department.

12

really critical that if we can't resolve these

13

issues t I don't want to put this off to a further

14

timet because the clock is ticking and the problems

15

are still there.,

So that's one of the reasons that it's

So without further ado t this meeting stands

16

17

in recess until MondaYt 1:30 t August 4th.

18

recessed.

19

RECESSED:

4: 13 p.m.

20

21
22
23
24
25
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAII

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the pest of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 27th day of August, 2003, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

18
19
20
21

sica
Perry,
tary Public, State
LMY Commission Expir .

22
23
24
25

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
(808) 524-2090

